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Brown and friends rock BG

WWWBGNEWSCOM

Mold takes
over fraternity
housing

By Alaina Bum
Reporter

Mold problems forces

This past I riday, the Union
multipurpose room was standing-room only for the College
Democrats' Sherrod Brown
rally, a crowd Brown himself
said was three times larger than
theone that greeted him at Ohio

Univ. of Kentucky
fraternity to move .
out | Page 3

Even student
IDs used in
identity theft

state University.
lames Carville and Luke Perry,
as well as local office candidates accompanied Brown,
who is running for U.S. Senator
this November. Carville is best
known for his role as campaign
manager for the Clinton administration and his cameo in the
movie "Old School." Perry was

a star of the "90s hit show 90210.
lit i was oneol mam colleges the
trio visited as part of a four-day
pre-election tour.

Although fohn Mayert latest
single "Waiting on the World To
Change" was playing as Brown
approached the stage. Brown's
message at the rally was that he
is done waiting.

"Sherrod Brown represents

the face ol t hange," t larvllle said.
"Tfou have to live in a world where
the word of the U.S. President
isn't believed or respected and
people like Sherrod Brown want
to change that."
Brown said that creating an
em Ironmenl in Ohio that makes
people want to slay in the stale

after ihey graduate is one of his
main focuses of change in this
campaign.
"I want to get education at
an affordable price and have
opportunities when you graduate to get a job and stay here.'
Brown said.
BROWN

•2

Univ. of Virginia
students protest
using SSN as primary
ID | PageJ

TP ads show
strange value
in butt wipes
Commercials for
toilet paper miss the
point at what public
wants | Page 5

Volleyball can't
stop winning
Victories against
Akron and Buffalo
extend streak to 12.
breaking team record
| Page 7

Falcons' hands
full with No. 1
Buckeyes
Explosive Ohio State
offense takes charge
with excellent field
position | Page 7

MARIA HUMMER

" -

Cosmos closes, going out with a bang, a fire breather and a belly dancer
DANCE. DANCE: Cosmos coffee shop dosed ils doors lor the last time this past Saturday Their last day of business was filled with many free events such as fire breathing and belly dancing (Laura Shako, professional belly dancer)

Foley's
former chief
to testify
Kirk Fordham states
he warned Foley
against his emailing
male pages three
years ago | Page 11

Noe trial looks
for fair jury
Lawyers finding
it difficult to have
impartial people
serve on Noes jury
| Page 11

I

What do you think
about the idea of Jon
Stewart and Stephen
Colbert running for
president in 2008?

Austin Heath.
Sophomore. MUSK
Education
" They re a very

entertaining option."

I
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TODAY
Scattered Storms
E3

i

High: 67. Low: 55

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 46. Low: 29

k

State rep. candidate to make
changes despite party
By Megan Schmidt

Rapoi
State representative candidate

leff Bretz (D-North Baltimore)
said last night during an interview session with tile DCSU
Faculty Senate Committee
on Professional Affairs that if
elected to the Ohio General
Assembly this November, he
will work to eradicate partisanship in the legislature for
the sake of more affordable
higher education.
"A good idea is a good idea
and il shouldn't matter who
puts it forward," Bretz told the
group, composed of both faculty and students.
"I am a Democrat, hut if I
win Ibis election, I will be
there to work for the people.
Partisanship shouldn't matter."
The committee requested
to Interview Bret/ as a wav to
inform faculty members of his
posit ions on higher education,
committee chairman Mike
Zickar said.
" Wc could have done this as
just a questionnaire and sent
that out, but it's nice for everyone to have the opportunity to
meet candidates in person,''
Zickar said.
Bretz fielded questions
mostly pertaining to the cost
of education to students and
the ever-shrinking amount of
state funding available to public universities.
Bretz said the state of Ohio,
which has an average tuition
rate 46 percent higher than
the national average, could not
continue to undcrfund public
education without severe rainificalions to the economy.

"I am a Democrat,
but if I win this
election, I will be
there to work for

the people."
Jeff Bretz | State ren candidate

"(High tuition] is keeping
people from receiving higher
education," he said. "But we
know better-educated citizens
get belter-paying jobs, which
puts more money hack into the
tax base. It's a domino effect."
Bretz also said although he
considered the currant state
of education In Ohio to be in
a crisis situation, raising taxes
would be "only a last resort."
"If I had to raise taxes. I
would want to do it as a progressive tax, so that those at
the lower end of the pay scale
would not be hit as hard," he
said. "If you hit that group too
hard, it defeats the whole purpose of the tax."
But before raising taxes,
Bretz said he would look for
other options to financially
support Ohio schools, such
as diverting funding from
state prisons.
"It makes sense because
studies show that a beltereducated citizenry brings
crime rates down." he said.
"Does that mean I think we
should be letting sex offenders and criminals out onto the
street? No. But we have to do
something."
See CANDIDATE | Page 6

Convicted sniper wants out of Virginia
By Stephen Manning
The Associated Press

ROCKVUXE, Md. - Convicted
Washington-area sniper Lee
Boyd Malvo is seeking a broad
plea agreement in which he
would plead guilty to other 201)2
shootings that authorities have
linked him to. defense attorneys
and Maryland prosecutors said
yesterday.
I he deal, announced as
Malvo formally pleaded guilty
to six Maryland murders, could
be reached before his Nov. 'I
sentencing for those killings.
He is expeitcd to receive six
life sentences, without chance
of parole, at that bearing.
Malvo lawyer William
Brennan told Montgomery

Lee Boyd
Malvo
Washington-area
sniper convicted
after guilty plea

County Circuit lodge lames
Ryan that he hoped to use
the time before sentencing to
"reach a global resolution to Mr.
Malvo's legal problems." Vsked
later by reporters loi specifics.
Brennan would only say that
he would have "candid, frank
discussions with some local
prosecutors."
Montgomery County Stales
Attorney Douglas (ianslcr said
such a plea deal could mean
Malvo tnav not serve his sen-

tence in Virginia, where he was
sentenced to life for his 2003
conviction In the death ol I HI
analyst Linda franklin. He
also pleaded guiltv to another
\ irginia sniper shooting.
Malvo, 21, could plead guilty
to the Oct. 3, 2tltl2, shooting of
Pascal Chariot in Washington
and serve his life term in the
lederal system. Gansler said.
federal prosecutors handle
murdei cases In the District of
Columbia.
Ganslei said the decision
rests with Virginia authorities,
who agreed to lei Malvo and
his one-lime mentor, lohn Allen

Muhammad, come to Maryland
for new trials, Under an interSee SNIPER | Page 2

Adults to talk with troubled
children as shooting prevention
By Ben Feller
The Associated Press

Cl II •VYCIIASE.Md.—President
Bush urged the nation yesterday
to help prevent deadly school
shootings, saying adults should
intervene when they notice children are in trouble.
"Hopefully, out of these
tragedies will come the sense
of communal obligation all
throughout our country, for
people to take an extra effort
to comfort the lonely," Bush
said al a summit he ordered in
response to recent violence.
Bush seemed most struck
by one of the points raised by
experts: When students plol
violence, they often brag about

il in advance to other students.
Safety specialists say schools
must encourage students to
speak up when they notice any
ominous behavioral changes.
"i he whole purpose of this
exercise is to help educate."
Bush said al the National -III Conference Center, "and if
there needs to be a cultural
change inside schools, for

Base fire sets
off hours of
explosions
By L.. Kuth
The Associated Press

and more active."
There were no new policies
nor new money announced. The
administration instead touted
Web sites of existing resources.
Panelists spent the day sharing
examples of local programs.

BAGHDAD - A fire broke
out al an ammunition depot
at a U.S. base in southern
Baghdad yesterday night,
setting off a series of explosions from detonating tank
and artillery shells that shook
buildings miles away. The
U.S. military said there were
no immediate reports of
casualties.
Il was not clear whether the
depot al forward Operating

See SCHOOLS I Page 2

See FIRE I Page 6

teachers to become more awara
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North Korea
to be dealt
with by U.N.

SCHOOLS
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APP
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SPEAKING OUT ABOUT SAFETY: fust lady Laura Bush adHresses a conference on school safety. Tuesday in Chevy Chase. MD.
President Bush also addressed school safety by urging adults to talk to troubled children once they notice a problem to prevent a larger, more

2:41 a.m.

deadly situation in the long run.

ed on V.

Democrats mocked the event
as a photo opportunity with little substance. Democratic senators challenged Bush to reinstate
funding that's been cut from
school-safety programs,
"It seems every week we learn
of yet another school shooting,
and all the president is willing to
do is hold a summit," said Sen.
I rank l^iutenberg, D-N.l.
Over the last two weeks,
school shootiirgs in Wisconsin,
Colorado and Pennsylvania
have unnerved the nation. Two
involved adult intruders; the
other was a student seeking
revenge.
The federal role in school safety is limited. It's mainly a local
matter. But the White House,
sensitive to the concerns of
many parents, wanted to show
it was doing something.
Education Secretary Margaret
Spellings and Attorney General
AlbertoGonzalesled three panel
discussions. Time and again,
speakers said schools get Barer
when they take bullying seriously, practice their crisis plans,
and talk to parents about what's
happening.
"Our first line of prevention is
really having good intelligence,"
said Delbert Elliott, director of
theUniversityol'ColoradoCcnter
lot the Study and Prevention of
Violence.
Columbine survivor Craig
Scott told the wrenching story
of the day his sister died. He
was in the Colorado school in
1999 when two student gunmen went on a rampage, killing
13 people, including his sister
Rachel. He told Bush that kindness and compassion can trump
violence.
"Please take my words to heart
today." Scott said. "They were
bought at a high price."

ByNickWadhami
The Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS — China
agreed Tuesday that North
Korea must be punished for
testing a nuclear device, hut
sought to soften a U.S. and
lapancsc sanctions plan that
it said would IK' too crushing
for its impoverished ally.
I lie debate over sanctions

began at the U.N. as si lentists
and governments suggested
that the underground test on
Monday was a partial failure,
producing a smaller blast
than had been planned.
The Bush administra
tion asked the U.N. Security
Council to Impose a partial
trade embargo Including
strict limits on Koreas profitable weapons exports and
freezing of related financial
assets. All imports would be
Inspected too, to filter out
materials that Could he made
into nuclear, chemical or biological weapons
The United States reiterated that it would not talk
with the North Koreans one
on-one. hut Secretary of State

Condoleezza Rice assured
the North that the U.S. would
not attack.

Rice rejected a suggestion
that Pyongyang may leel it
needs nuiTeai weapons to
stave off tin Iraq-style U.S.
invasion. President Bush, she

told CNN, has told "the North
Koreans that there is no inten
lion to invade or attack them.

So they have that guarantee.
... I don't know what more
thej want."
U.S. Ambassador lohn
llolton sounded upbeat after
yesterday's round of talks
at the Set in in Council, but
said differences remained In
advance ol today's meeting.
"Look, we don't have complete agreement on this yet,
that's hardlya news Hash, but
we're making progress and
we're I think at a point we
can try and narrow some ol
the differences we do have."
llolton said.
China, which reacted to
Monda) S blast with a strong
condemnation hut considers
North Korea a useful buffer
against U.S. forces stationed
in South Korea, said it envisioned only a limited package
of sanctions — not what the
United Slates and especially
lapan were demanding
China and Russia object to
plans to Interdict shipments
and block financial tiansac-

■
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"I feel sorry for Mr. Malvo that he doesn't
like Virginia. But he shouldn't have come
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: police to foil' .
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had a weapon. He pulled out
a foldin'i knife I
..n and
■

here and committed crimes."

state agreement, Maryland
must return Malvo after his
sentencing.
Kevin Hall, a spokesman
for Virginia Gov, I Im Kaine,
said Kaine's stall has not had
any recent discussions with
Marj land prosecutors on a plea
deal Im Malvo. Virginia prosecutors had expressed sharp
disapproval when the idea was
proposed before Muhammad
and Malvo's Mist trials in 2003,
I he two were originally sent
to \ irginia because of its tough

Paul Ebert | Attorney
forsnipershootingslnLouisiana,
Alabama, Washington and
Prince George's County. Md.
In addition, authorities and
published reports have tied the
pair to shootings in Arizona,
California, Georgia, Texas, and
Washington stale.
In till. 10 people were murdered and three wounded during the October 2002

shoot-

death penalty laws, hut Malvo,

ings in Maryland, Virginia and

IT a) ilie lime ol the killings.
doesn'l qualify for the death
penalty alter the U.S. Supreme
( nun struck down capital punishment lot minors.
Charges aie still pending
against Malvoand Muhammad

Washington, D.C
Brennan and Montgomery
County State's Attorney Douglas
Gansler would not say which
shootings could be included in
the larger plea agreement.
Prince William County

Commonwealth's Attorney Paul
Ebert, who tried Muhammad,
said he didn't think Malvo
should be able to shop around
for a prison.
"I feel sorry for Mr. Malvo
that he doesn't like Virginia,''
Ebert said. "Hut lie shouldn't
have come here and committed crimes."
Other prosecutors were more
receptive, lohn Sinquefield.
first assistant district attorney
in East Baton Rouge Parish, La.,
said he would consider letting
Malvo plead guilty and go to
federal prison if he had assurances he could never be let out.
Chervil Wit/, daughter of

Jerry Taylor, who was killed In
March 21)02 while playing golf
in Tucson, Ariz., wants Malvo to
be prosecuted lor the murder.
But she considers it far more
important to hear him admit to
the crime than to try him.
"We're just asking him to
c unless and to say how he did
it," Wit/ said yesterday.
Another Malvo attorney,
Timothy Sullivan, said his client has accepted responsibility
for his part in the shootings and
wants to make amends.
"Every single day this kid
realizes the enormity of
what he has done, Sullivan
said. "Mr. Malvo is making
attempts to redeem himself
and move forward."
Muhammad, who was convicted in May by a Montgomery
County jury and given six life
terms, has already been sent
back to Virginia, where he is on
death row lor a sniper shooting
in Manassas, Va.

See BOMB | Page 6
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" wecowing Specials

Some students, like junior
Megan Honlngford, attended
the rally for the sake of staying
informed,
"It's Important to know what's
going on in the world since
young people tire going to lie
the ones in charge," I loningford
said, "it's Important to see how
things work and get our opinions out there."
Mission
accomplished.

at these Didw Services Locations1
.JL
$

CrnlYS WNVEWNCE STORE $

10% OFF
Chilv's C-SI
Food Purchase

College Democrats held the rally
with me mission to both educate
and register voters, according to

President Amanda Belcher.
MAM* HUMMER
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LEARNING TO KNOW: Sherrod Brown speaks at the University about bowing what's
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"(Brownl came to rally the
troops I guess you'd say." she
said.
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GET A LIFE

Mold forces
fraternity out

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
W 0» OW calmW a* At-n n lift* (rgnt iwnbgutdj

TODAY
10-4 am
SACI Faculty Exhibition
WillardWankelman Gallery

By Art J.-M.-i

Fine Am Center

10:30-11:30 am.
Materials Handling Surplus Viewing
Reed Street Warehouse

1:30-3 pm
Grad Staff Meeting
Paulsen Conference Room

5:30 p.m.
Late Night Event Meeting
208 Union

6-9p.m.
Texas Holdem Qualifying Round S
Th« Felcon s Nest

7-8:30 p.m.
Lecture/Demonstration: The 5 Browns
Bryan Recital Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Center

7-10 p.m.
Letters at the Library
7th floor of the library

8-10pm.
Wednesdays in the Pub Francisco Rojas
Black Swamp Pub

9 -10 p.m.
Organization lor Women's Issues
The Women's Center.

LmmmmM

107 Hanna Hall

JORDAN (LOWER

HEBG NEWS

9:30-10:30 pm.

KEEP THE SUMMER FEELING, SWIM ALL YEAR

Habitat for Humanity

KEEPING IN SHAPE: Freshman construction management major Jake Martin began swimming laps last week "I swam m high

226 Olscimp

school* he said. Cooper pool is open Irom 6 am. to 10 pm Monday through Friday and 10 am to 10 p.m on weekends

Students fear identity theft
when using their ID cards
By Brianna Bond
MCT

LAWS ON FILE
From "Comptation ol Stale and Federal
Privacy Laws." edited by Robert Elks

In a March 19, 2004, Daily
Cavalier column, then-sophomore Todd llosenbaum called
on his fellow students to protest
a University of Virginia policy
that left students vulnerable to
identity theft by participating
in common practices like logging on to the university network, filling out applications or
swiping ID cards on campus.
The problematic policy? The
use of social security numbers
as the primary identification
number for students, which is
still in place.
As societal dependency on
technology intensifies, many
universities are reevaluating
policies that use social security
numbers, or SSNs, as the primary student identifier while state
and federal lawmakers ponder
privacy legislation that would
limit or prohibit universities' use
of die number.
Recent security breaches at
universities nationwide, including Ohio University, George
Mason University in Virginia
and University of Colorado at
lloulder. have further called into
question the use of SSNs
Created in 1936 to help the
federal government track earnings to calculate social security
taxes, SSNs quickly became
attractive to other agencies, like
the Internal Revenue Service,
because of the uniqueness of
the number.
For universities, SSNs simplified the process of tracking
student records and other oncetedious tasks. CU-Boulder probably started using SSNs in the
late 70s because "it's the one
unique ID, and it's easy for someone to remember," said university Registrar Barbara Todd. But,
she notes, "It was a different day
and age."
ri^ *>. •.,*»*

Smth. updated in 2005 with a supplement
■ Arizona. California. Colorado. New
York. Rhode Island. Wisconsin and
West Wgnia have stale laws that
explicitly restrict the use ol SSNs
as identifying student numbers al
universities. This law applies to all
higher education institutions and
generally focuses on the public
display ol the SSN
■ Massachusetts has a similar law
but it only applies to University of
Massachusetts' live campuses.
■ Indiana. Missouri. Tennessee. Maine.
Oklahoma and Wginia have laws
restricting state agencies' use of
SSNs. which apply to schools that
are fully funded by the state

The threat of identity fraud
is particularly grave now when
dealing with SSNs because a
thief can apply for a loan, open
a credit card or even gain access
to a person's bank account with
an SSN.
There are several pieces of
federal legislation that address
parts of tlie complex problem
surrounding the use of SSNs as
primary identifiers.
For example, the 1974
Federal l-dticational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA) prohibits
state colleges, universities and
technical schools thai receive
federal funding from releasing
"personally identifiable inforniation in education records"
without written consent, which
includes SSNs.
Also the 1974 Federal Privacy
Act, which covers all tax-supported higher education institutions, prohibits discrimination
against a person who declines
to release their SSN and requires
institutions requesting the number to indicate whether it's mandatory or voluntary and how the
SSN will be used.

These laws call into question once-common practices
like using SSNs in public grade
postings and printing SSNs on
ID cards.
Some slates, like Colorado,
Arizona, New York and Virginia,
took federal legislation a step
further, enacting statutes thai
explicitly restrict the use ol SSNs
at universities.
In 2003 students from the
Colorado Students Association,
outraged by the use of the
SSNs in public grade posiings.
approached then-state Rep
Nancy Spcncc (HI about legislation restricting the use ol SSNs,
"V\fe frequently think (identity
theft) only happens to people
with lots of credit eartls or middle-aged couples" Spence said,
"but it's happening to college
kids, and we need to do what we
can to protect them."
Tlie bill, sponsored by Spence,
passed in 2003. The legislation
prohibited the use of SSNs as ID
numbers and gave schools until
2007 to change their systems.
Universities can never completely delete SSNs Irom their
systems because federal and state
laws require schools to report the
number for services relating to
employment and financial aid.
Administrators, legal counsel
and information technology specialists are left in a practical and
moral quandary as they try lo
create a system that fosters the
free exchange of ideas while slill
protecting highly sensitive data.

Re8adent9 Of a University ill
Kentucky fraternity house say
their breed move overt the next
three weeks so thai UK can
clean out an infestation of mold
couldn't come al a worse time
because they'll be taking midterm exams.
But at least some members
of the Sigma Alpha Epsllon
fraternltj agree the mold, .1
potential health hazard, lias
to be eliminated.
SAE members met privately
lasi week with UK officials to discuss the mold, and the universe
ly's nllri ill temporary, housing
in dormitories and the (rieg Page
Apartments.
"We're convinced there is
a problem, there's no question about that," SAE member
Kyle lletlingcr. a junior from
Louisville, said aftei the meeting
"It's a misfortune that well be
moving during midterms.'1
UK officials have ordered the
move by Oct. 2'X the date when
they expect repairs to Start.
Because the work will Involve
tearing out walls and ceilings, "ii 's
so disruptive that they wouldn't
lx' able to stay here." said Ben
Crutcher. UK associate vice prcsi
dent for auxiliary sen ices, which
i ipcrales I Ik's residence halls.
Crutcher said the SAI s could
exped to lie hack in theft house
in early January.
I he SAI house, an Impressive
S7..")-niillion structure, opened In
1999 as a result til 'donations Irom
and fund-raising led by the late
William"!'. Voting. Ybungwasa UK
alumnus and an SAE membet
it is one oi live Greek residences

"It's so disruptive
that they wouldn't
be able to stay here.
It's a misfortune
that we'll be moving
during midterms."

that UKownsand maintains.
Several SAEs said il was too
early to know whether most ol
the IT members still living in the
house will stay on campus.
UKolTinalssaidlhevrxpo iilu
repairs will cost at least $75,000 to
$100,000 initially.
One oi the biggest challenges
is rinding the source ol the problem. Iwiie before, in .'002 and
2004, UK has had to address moid
problems in the SAE house, hut
this is the lirsi time SAEs have
had to vacate the house,
David \cker, a senior industrial hygienisl al UK. said the mold
problem is mn serious according to measurements oi the air
thai residents are breathing in
the house.
However, taket said the mold
buildup in the air ducts is the
cause of concern, "Il has to be
taken care ol or it possibly could
get worse."
vkei said there are no federal
or stale laws or regulations govi'ruing mold levels.
I le said contractors follow a
consensus ol standards from
three sources. Including the
Em ironmental
Protection
Agent v.

Financial advisor guides students
through financial troubles
By Monica Hatcher

MCT
like main students who come
to South Florida for college. IVler
Bielagus lost no time hitting the
club scene in South Beach with his
friends — cover charges, tab Tare

and Sio cocktails conveniently
financed with the help of his eight
new credit cards.
six months Into his freshman
year al the University of Miami,
his lab totaled $5,000 and minimum monthly payments were
well beyond his reach.
" lliat was when I knew something was wrong." said Bielagus,
now 29, who shared the story of
his financial hangover with students al Brovvard Community
(jillege on Sept. 27 and 2H.
A licensed financial advisor
and author, Bielagus speaks to
young people at toss the country about managing debt, building i ledii, saving, investing and
budgeting.
"\bting America is ignored (by
the financial planning Industry)
for the very simple reason thai
they have no money," he said,
after speaking to a receptive group
of some 70 students tit lit I s
("joconui ()reek campus.
Ignored, he stresses, except
when it comes to providing them
with credit cards.

FIVE WAYS TO IMPROVE
YOUR CREDIT SCORE
Peter Btelarjus. reformed ciedit-bmgei.
■ wial advisor and author of
Getting Loaded A Complete Personal
Finance Guide For Students and Young
Professionals, gave this adv<e to students
at Broward Community College Thursday
■

■

takes Check your consumer

ciedit report once or more a year for
misiakes. Bielagus says roughly 70
percent of Americans have
on their report tli,!1
50 percent have a serious n
may significantly affect men score
■ Establishapaymenthc'L
means making one purchi
and paying it off
■ Slop applying for credit cards you
dont need Every time you appl/ lor a
new card, your score can drop five lo
IS points, based on your cuirent score
■ Become an authorised user on a credit
card belonging lo someone who has
good credit, such as a close friend, parent or relative pomi [hat's n
students and the campus

In his hour-long presentation,
he touched on issues thai mo-i
adults don't always fully under
stand. Students heard about the
realities of eredil card debt and
credit scores and how tliev can
affect everything from what you
pay for car insurance to getting
a job.

"This number," Bielagus said.
pointing to the word FICO written on an eraser hoard, "will
determine how expensive your
life will be.'
The FICO score was developed
by fair Isaac Corporation as a
method ol determining the likelihood that an individual w ill pa] his
or her hills. Scores range between
31X1 and 850. Bielagus went on to
explain that someone with
lively low I ICO score of 550 could
end up paying on average S7.IXKI
more in Interest for a new car MK\
£250,000 in more interest fora new
home than someone with a 720.
Vboui i" percent ol the population have a I H O score between 620
and 745, according loMyFK I loom
Every time someone applies for
a eredil card, their score lakes a
hit, he siiil because ii indicates to
lenders thai v i in aresome) me win i
is always trying to borrow
LevinsonDesinord, who attend
ed the presentation, said he never
knew about the high interest rates
that accompany credit cards,
"I jusi thought von paid Ihem
off," Desinord said.
Al age '22. he has eight credit
cards and $7,280 in debt
He works .III hours a week
,ii laco Bell and devotes one
entire paycheck to whittling
down his balance.
"I'm working jusi to pay die
eredil caul.'' he said with a slung.

DID YOU KNOW.'
More than 50% of the people in the world ha»e never made or received a telephone call
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"Nothing says 1 am ashamed of you, my government' more than
'Stewart/Colbert '08.'"
- Jon Stewart, at the New Yorker Festival, dispelling rumors of a 2008 White House
run. despite the popularity of 'Stewart/Colbert '08' T-shirts, from Time.com
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11 b I Kbt I What do you think about the idea of Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert running for President in 2008?

"They can examine
all the issues, but
they couldn't run a
country"
KEVIN HARTMAN,

"Voter turnout for

"I think kids our age

our generation would

would vote for them.

MIKE LAMPASONE.

TIMBAUGHMAN
Freshman.
Telecommunications

Freshman. Computer
Science

Sophomore Undecided

I

"I think if they were to
run they would have
a good four to eight
years."

I All right

go from 20 percent

They know how lo

to like 90 percent"

reach out us."

Prejudice shouldn't be
brought to campus
I completely agree with Ms,
Wethern's column against bringing Ann Coulter to campus.
I dislike segregating my sell
to one side or the oilier but for

the sake of argument 1 have
some conservative view s,
Ann Couher is one of the
reasons why I hesitate to name
a side because she blackens
the name oi Republicans
everywhere.
Have the College Republicans even read her articTesV
Why would any one want to
associate with her hatred" she
is blatantly prejudiced against
anyone who is different from
her and calls this propaganda
being a good Christian and
model American.
I suppose then I am unAmerican because I believe
terrorism knows no color or
nationality.
I suppose then I am a bad
Christian because I don't blindly trust my president like he's
Cod's gift to the United States.
I suppose I'm one of those
"ugly feminists" because I
respect the pasi struggles for
freedom of speech and civil
rights (Ms. Coulter, care to
acknowledge this?).
And I suppose Ms Uclhern
and I don't understand why
anyone would spend S20.000
to broadcast Ann Coulter's
niudslinging and pestilence on
our campus.
So many other things could
benefit from $20,000—wh)
pay someone to tarnish our
university's name?

STAFF EDITORIAL | NATIONAL POLITICS

Elections may seem like
u long way off to man)
students, I he next
presidential election is in 200H
and Corned] Central fans
are buzzing about Stewart/
Colbert'08.
Despite the announcement
by "The Daily Show" host, Ion
Stewart that there will he no
such campaign, fans have run
away with themselves.
Web sites like bustedtees.com
have already begun selling Tshirts supporting the duo.
I he notorious Website
I acebook.com has a group
called "Stewart and Colbert
2008" which has ahead) genei
ated 11,882 members.
While amusing, the crazed
tails til "The Daily Slum" and
■ i heColben Report" need to
remember thai these men are
entertainers, verj funn) entertainers, but entertainers none
the less.
They are good at what the)
do: parody and sarcasm.

They have gained a monumental following with their
two shows and nodiiiihl have
legitimate and compelling
political slews.
rhe) are not, however, politicians. They do not belong in
the political arena, except to
conduct interviews,
They serve Vmerica much
heller by pointing out our pitfalls and mistakes.
Their back-to-back "lake
news" hour has become a
staple tor this generation,
but despite their overwhelming influence, it should not
extend beyond the realm of
table television.
The lie r News encourages
students to keep their senseol
humor and fun, hut to keep it
in perspective,
the two will no doubt be
exhibiting the same awardwinning coverage of the 2008
elections that they gave for
2004.
Ids leave il at that.

HOLLY CIPRIARI.
Sophomore International
. Relations

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

let's try our hand at a daytime bank robbery.

Students need to keep perspective

k

WEB SITE POLL
: Do you think there should be a
j fine for stores who fail to spay
: and neuter pets?

like a comedian, she does whal
she knows will get a response.

Her comment thai women
should not vote because the)
vote Democrat is no different than someone quipping
thai middle class men should
inn vote because they vote
Republican!
To takeii as more than a
joke is simply pathetic. Ms.
(suiter's actual beliefs are
readily apparent loans one
willing to do more than a cursor) Google search,
Ms. Wethern is also indignani thai Coulter is slated for
shortly after Women's I listory

Month. If anything, however,
1 oultet should in-an Inspire
tion 10 women everywhere.
She is ver) well educated,
ver) confldeni and highly celebrated and sought alter. She
Is the self-made woman!
More important is the precedent Ms Wclliern is willing
in establish. If someone like
Coullci can he barred on the
grounds thai she is a partisan
speakei being brought in on
club funding, then I have a
right to protest clubs showing
the work of "documentary"
makers like Michael Moore.
However, lo paraphrase lohn
Stuart Mill, the only way to
arrive at truth is 10 he exposed
loall viewpoints.
I hey will either temper your
arguments and strengthen
your resolve if you were right
all along. 01 cause you to
reconsider your beliefs.
So to those who oppose
bringing Ann Coulter to campus — what are you afraid of?

-No: 58 people'44%

Column wrongly
portrays Coulter's views

-What does spay and
neuter' mean?: 6 people17%

In her column last Friday,
ErinWethem stated that she
"refuse[s| to allow |her| tuition
money to fund hate."
Apparently she believes that
Ann (fruiter is comparable to a
leader of the Ku Klux Klan and
should be barred from speaking at the university. Frankly,
her column makes much ado
about nothing.
Ms. Welhern slates that Ms.
Coulter is racist and sexist
1 would point out that
Coulter is an entertainer, lust

■Undecided: 5 people16%

Total respondents: 86

IhnSGNtwipollitiKlicmtfcind'tfkn
the opmonsoloittr thou hteron tain iho
h*t(hoientopmicpitt Ihereuttsumotbe
jsMired to irfment the opmons of the htetnet
taen m am*ol. not the pufrk £ a nhole.

political discourse.
We trust our students to
make decisions about where to
live, what to eat what majors
to pursue and where lo work. I

believe thai we can trusl these
same students to develop their
own opinions with regard to
how they will order the society
that they are about to inherit.
The students cannot be well
prepared for the world Outside
ii they are exposed only to
those ideas deemed fit by selfappointed censors.
Mr. lames Carville was on
campus ibis past Saturday I le
is noted for his caustic partisan
remarks. 1 am certain he said
things thai bun some feel
nigs and angered many. Mr.
Carvillc's ideas will rise or tall
on their merit. We as a community are richei for having
heard iheni.
Ann Coulters ideas will add
to die diversity of thought in
■his place.
Use her ideas to challenge

— Brain KutzUty luitior,
History and Political Science,
bdkulzl9bgsu.edu.

— Elizabeth Phillips, Junior,
Spanish, pbeUzat bgsu.edu.

-Yes:57people=43»

object, the manner in which
she does so is designed lo slop
debate at ibis university rather
than lo promote It
The column indicated thai
because Anns Ideas were outside some unspecified norm
that they are apostasy; the
ideas should not be discussed
and the person uttering them
must be punished.
(ailing someone a bigot.
denying their gender, and
worse in any exchange does
little to enhance the sharing
ol ideas. The melhodologv in
play in the Friday editorial is
the topic of Ann (fruiters lalesl
book "(aidless the (liurch of
I ihcralism."
The book has little to do
with the separation of church
and stale as suggested in the
column and .1 great deal lo do
with the absence of tolerant
discussion in our social and

Use Coulter's presence
to challenge ideas

yourself, to challenge whal you
believe. You are also welcome
to challenge what Ann Coulter
has to say; but. please, do not
censor her simply because you
are in disagreement
We are a community of ideas
only by adding to the diversity of those Ideas will we all
mature and grow. The words
she will present to us will rise
or fall based on their own
merit. Please let us hear them.

It's not my nature to become
involved in disputes on these
pages. I do so with more than a
little fear of reprisal.
the nature of discourse in
oursociet) has deteriorated
into attack now, think later. I
am saddened by its coarseness.
I am writing in response to
the column which appeared

in the October 6 edition of The
BGNewa
The opinion columnist on
thai clay objected to bringing
Ann Coulter to campus. While
I defend Ibis person's right to

—LawrenceH Major, Facuhy,
1 allege Republicans Advisor
bajori9bgsu.edu.

Some women's magazines are inappropriate for minors
■
I

SARAH BARNES
OPINION COLUMNIST

4 m

During a recent trip to the mall,
I came across the magazine section in the bookstore.
It contained the articles about
gieai dishes lo make for the
holidays, the best tips on having
the perfect hunting excursion,
and those Infamous publications wrapped In a tight black
plastic package.
To consumers under the age of

111, the allure ol wondering whal
is inside those wrappers must be
challenging.
Yet, il someone wants to find
out the best sex secrets, how
to look your absolute sexiest.
or how to I rick the opposite
gender into wanting you in die
bedroom, all they would need
to do is pick up a copy of one of
many sexually explicit publications which do nol have an age
requirement for purchase
for women, magazines such
as Cosmopolitan" and "Marie
Claire" are intended for an atlull
readership who can understand
the topics they are discussing
Throughout recent years it

THE BG NEWS
HOLLY ABRAMS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606
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seems as though a larger number
of younger readers are diving into
more in-depth sexual descriptions and articles than intended.
WTiile the culture has been
changing, and MTV has evolved
from "music" television to reality shows about spoiled high
school students with nothing
belter to do with their time than
to rack up daddy's credit cards
and "hook-up" with their peers
every other day. the magazine
Industry should not be feeding
the obsession.
It often worries me when 1 try
to imagine what my children
will be subjected to when they
are in their early teenage years.

Being a teenager used to mean

Friday night football games with
friends, or cruising around town
in any car you could find to try to
show off for whoever was willing
to stare.
Now this may sound a little
old fashioned, but is wholesome
fin) really so hard to imagine
anymore?
Even magazines intended for
teenage readership haw gone the
way of dieir adult counterparts by
slowly adding in more and more
explicit articles related to adult situations and how to define "sexy."
Those publications that do
require identification for each
purchase do so because of explicit

LAREN WEBER, EXECUTIVE EDITOR
ANDREA SLIVKA, MANAGING EDITOR
CANDICE JONES. CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
LISA HALVERSTADT, CITY NEWS EDITOR
ALISON KEMP. FEATURES EDITOR
DAVE HERRERA. IN FOCUS EDITOR
AMANDA HOOVER. OPINION EDITOR
RYAN AUTULLO, COPY CHIEF
JOHN TURNER, SPORTS EDITOR
CHELCI HOWARD. PULSE EDITOR
BRANDON HEISS. PHOTO EDITOR
RACHEL GREENFIELD. DESIGN EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE. ONLINE EDITOR

content thai could be offensive or
inappropriate to children.
To some, this content is only
explicit in the pictorial sense, but
restrictions am placed on purchases due to the adult nature in
I he written form as well.
Excerpts from adult romance
novels have lx.111 placed numerous times in some of todays
trendy women's magazines, but
they are slill being readily distributed to minors nationw idc.
Do we really want our youth
chatting in the lunchroom about
how erotic the situation was
between Cindy and Miguel,
rather than what the science quiz
was about?

I am frightened by i!:;' fact thai
even if a parent restricts their 13year-old daughter from buying a
risque women's magazine, the giri
c .111 st ill pick one up when she's

out shopping with friends
Young girls can read about
what is sexy, and have a terribly skewed view of what older
women really act like.
I think it's critical that these
magazines focus more on their
intended audiences by requiring
all purchases of their publications
to be made 1))' adults only.

SerriamrertsfoWifimB.*
saanso&gsuedu

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR i.c
to be 'ewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University s
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number ol submissions lor columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
lor verrhcation purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews^bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column' Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered lor
printing All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view oi The BG News

THIS WEEK'S BAD JOKE
Q: How do you kill a circus?

YOU COULD TELL YOURSELF THAT IT'S NEWS. BUT ITS JUST NOT.

A: Go for the juggler.
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ii sa lovd) da) in the forest:
birds sing happily and the
, anop) of green trees stretches
high Into the clouds above, lust
around the serene rivet bend a
family ol bears strain to relieve
their bowels... oral least,
that's what the latest series ol
Charmin commercials would
have you believe.
Aftei "doing their business'
in the foresi. (he bears are nol
content until Momma beat
provides their backsides with
ihc proper "squeezabfy soft"

IFFF0O0D

Daytime TV worse than primetime
If television is a vast wasteland
morning television b the part of
the wasteland where the diapers
andcai batteries go; the lowest <>l
the low
I defy you to flip on the television at any time between 9 am
and 4 pin and And something
that is not a major disservice
In the human race. Il is a little
known [ad that America is the
world's number one ex|H>ner of
awful talkshows with gratingly
annoying hosts,
The newest and one of the
worst ofthese is Radial Raj she's
like Martha Stewart -if Martha
shouted everything she said and
actively worked to make her
guests uncomfortable.
Racnal RaylfkestoyelLand
I mean a lot. It isn't pleasant to
turn on the TV early in the moating and hear someone screaming
at you lo add more seasoning
to the pasta. Although Radial
Ray is annoying, at least she isn't
lowering the national IQ by a few
points every day. That distinc-

[
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DANIELHANEY
lUMORCOtJMNISl

fcj
don belongs to the other kind of
lalkshow. Yon know the- kind: you
see il while flipping through the
stations and. Iicfore you know it.
you jusi have to End out who the

real lather is.
You are watching Alaiirv.'iil
course, or any of the pleihc >ra ol
similar shows discernihle only
by the trashinessofthe host.
Interestingly, in the year 2003,
morepaternit) tests were given
on "Maury" than actual pregnancies were reported.
Al least Springet would pn'sent
exploitation and provide a moral
at the end of the episode, even if
the lessons were, "Never gel in a
light with a :i(Ki pound bearded

lady who's hearing your child.
Another staple ol the morning

hours is the increasing!) ■ heap
game shows. A contestant on
"Deal Or No Deal 'can theoretically) win $1,000,000 tin l.uinK
Feud," you have to drag your
whole lamih lo engage in mortal, hate-fueled battleagainsl
another tamil) you've never met
...and you only win $10,000.
\jiei taxes are taken out and
the amount is divided among
your family members, you have
enough money to gel lunch al

"lamih lend'' should only

the brilliant human drama
known as the soap opera.
Without soap operas, when1
would we train tomorrow's bad
primetime actors?
(ine thing you should know
before watching a soap opera
is that all ol the characters have
slept with each other al least
once and the) all have evil twins.
Mso. thej mayoi may not have
died ,uui returned without sufficient explanation
I remember being al the
doctors office and all ol fhe
nurses crowded around the i\
watduhg"Daysol out Lives." I
was thinking, "How could they
|M)ssihh not have anything more
important lodo?lu>noi as if lives

be televised al 10a.m. while
"Jeopardy!" and "Wheel Ol

hang in the balance in the medical Held"

fortune"an-clearlyunl\ viewable at 7 p.m .' Iheseare Ihc

I then went back to reading
the latest issue ol Highlights,
grateful the nurses weren't
watching Maury

Applebce's i ilyoti don't gel an

appetizer oi dessert I ventually,
the prize will consist ol the
Family Feud home version and
cab fare back to the airport
Furthermore, who decided

quest s the government
should be answering with our
lax money
The last major dominating
force in daytime television is

"Dm

i du).
I

How to run a race without rhyme or reason
1

I ran a marathon last weekend.
And to be clear, when I viv
"ran." I'm using the lerm loosely.
Once you drop below a certain
speed during a marathon, vou
are no longer "running." but Staggering like a dmnkard.
\lso. lee hiiically 1 didn't nil)a
full marathon, because I was pan
ol a two-man relay team. In lac I.
I didn't even run half.
But that docsn'i really mailer.
because the T-shirt I was given
sa) s nothing about how far I ran.
and if I hadn't fust told you, you'd
never know the difference.
T-shirts aside, die I ace sucked.
If anyone ever asks if you'd like
to pa) money to nin 10.7 miles
uphill dirniigh freezing rain, sayyes. And then call me. and \\e will
iaughiogeiher [here might even
be pretzels, if you're lucky.
And as much as I'd like to forget the whole thing, I have a duly
to my readers. So here's a minute-by-minute account of the
worst Saturday morning ever.
631 am. —-1 haven't woken
up this early since I was five. At
leasi I'm stiil potty-trained.
637 am. — I may haw spoken
too soon, For personal reasons
I decide to wear a diaper during

JIMLEVASSEUR
NOlNEWSfDIIOR

hies across the line, looking like
death incarnate I tossm) sopping wet jeans into his lace and
start running.
'i n a.m.
Ine race supervi
sors have convenient!) placed a
water station 200 yards from the
exchange/one. Even though it's

the nice. You know, jusi in case.
7:28 am. — I he race is aboul
to Start \tv leg isn't for two hours.
so I board a bus and head m the
exchange point
7:32 a.m. — I wonder il I

should have mined at least once
before the race. Inn quickly dismiss mv fears as pre-race jitters.
Training is ten the weak.
752 a.m. —We arrive and get
off the bus ii begins to rain
9:01 a.m. — It's still raining. A
runner in some fancy warm-up
suit stares at my soaked blue
jeans. "I have shuns on underneath." I tell her. "These just
absorb water belter."
9:29 a.m. — I am breathing
heavily after jogging a mile to
warm up; not a good sign.
93ti a.m. — My partner is
nowhere to be seen. I can spin
this to my advantage if he never
show's up. I'll never have to run.
9:43 am. —My pannei slum

slill raining heavily and I've on!)
Ix-cn running for 30 seconds, I
lake no chances and slop for sc-\ era! cups of water.
I don't remember much oi
anything after thai Iherestoi
the race is one giant haze of pain,
large hills, packets of disgusting
energy goo, and Ryan Seacresi (I
told you I was delusional. Mso,
there was extreme pain
Now for those of you who
are reading this and going, "Ii
couldn't liavehuriih.il bad,"you
are quite wrong. Itisroughl)
comparable. io doing a triathlon
without training.
Ilowwoiild I know this?
Because several years ago I did
jusi that (arq pattern ol stupidity
emerging here is misleading).
Idon'twani logo into the
nitty-gritty details, but lets jusi
sai a 72-year-old man swam in
minutes foster than me.
So. if you're sitting around one

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

1-.IM
day and sa)
to yourself, "1 would

like lo do something stupid." I

suggesl trying to dimb thesfde
of the Jerome library with your
hare hands

Butifrhelibrar) hasmysterioustj crumbled to the ground I
urge you tosign up for a marathon ...and make sure you bring
a spare diaper.
. ,iss@bgsu.edu) is nevei running again Or definitely running again
Hesno:

I h.n min toilet paper.

Charmin's commercial represents the moral deca) ol society, Inn not beecose-oi c heesj
bear dancing devoted to toilet
paper. What kind ol twisted
parent turns defecating into a
family outing?
(.nine on. kids, gel youi
things: we're going to crap!"
Somebody needs to lei the marketing wizards al Charmin know
that copping a squat behind a
tree Is nol theequivaleni ol playing I'an heesi around the table
during i,milk game night.
Who came up with the
concept For this commercial
anyway? When the advertising
dcpai tincni was sitting around
a table trying to find a wa) to
reach people, which of the suitand ties jumped up and said,
"()h IVegoi id Let's tell a story
aboul a family ol bears whose
main hobby Is defecating!"
I'm sure he goi promoted.
ii t li.iiiiiiu real!) wanted
to play up the whole "squeezabl) soir Issue the) should
have gone foi a more simple
approach: "Charmin ii won't
bun youi ass."
I'm sold. Alter all. research
shows thai three oul ol four buttwipers fear rectal pain more than
an) oiliei toilet paper-related
mishap [Includingskid marks
\nd rightful!) so; we've all
experienced the painful sting of
iliesandpapei masquerading as
inilei papei the) supply us with
in the dm ins.

You know, the kind you have
tomummif) your arm up to
your elbow until you look like
Ihtankhamen wiping your
posterior with a beehive for il to
possibk be of more use than a
philosophy (le
Surprisingly, oul of all lour
people surveyed, nobodj mentinned "lint" as their numberone leal when cleansing their

o

COLBY JAMES

hac ksicle. 1 Ills was shoe king as

a recent Quilted Northern commercial tried in gain c ustomei
suppon by telling us thai theii
biand ol inilei paper has less linl
than the "other leading brands."
However, ibis is done ill a less
than Impressive way. The audience is inli ii ilied ol this dire lint
situation b) a cartoon charactei
who runs a cartoon linl brush
across a cartoon piece ol loilet
paper then triumphant!) holds
uppiec esol cannon lint.
Its nol even real Iini! Honestly,
how convincing is that? I'm sup
posed inliiiv Quilted Northern
because il lias less lake linl on it?
Does anybody .u wall) consciously worry aboul rectallinl
on a day-to-day basis?Whose
eves an-going lo be thai close In
thee lack ol your hinev ihal yon
need lo make sure il'senliiek

lim free?
Ihal would be an awkward situation: "I lev. Kill ... I don't know
how to tell vou ibis bin you've
goi some linl In youi
"Oh, thanks lim. Geeze, I hope
I haven't been walking around
like Ihal all cl,iv

Personally, when I'm running
behind I don't even shave, let
alone take the time to pick oul
the dreaded pieces ol lim thai
havecciilec led in inv hindquai
lei- .ii it 1 I'd he willing to bel
most students, with the exception ol an majors, share ibis prerogative unless you're reall) anal
retentive pun intended).
So unless vou plan on attending class naked ill which ! ase
you're probabl) so social!)
awkward Ihal a hil ol excess
farm) linl will nol be social!)
detrimental anywa) i, I'd recom
mend de-liming your rump
only once a week twice il
you're real!) thorough .

\sioi you students still in the
dorms, clc >ni worry: ive're sending youwel wipes as soon as pos
sihie. Until then, you'll jusi have
login your teeth and bare it

edu) answering the age i
yes. bears dc take care of :
the woods

MAGDYABOU/IKI)
General Manager,
Kreischer Dining
Proudly serving you
since 2006.

Fun Facts
• I began my food service carreer

Gas Bills

working for hotels and
cruise lines in Egypt.

stacking up?

- As a child I climbed the largest
pyramid in Egypt, Kufu.
• Before coming to BGSU
I owned and operated two
restaurant franchises.

Kick them aside 8
let us foot the bill!
-1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

■ 6,9 or 12 Month Leases

• 2 Swimming Pools

- Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

- 3 Laundromats

■ 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

WINTIIRO

SUMMIT TERRACE API'S.

Office located at 400 E. Napoleon Road

HOURS:

(419)352-9135

Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Email us: winthrop" gerdenkh.com

Saturday Hours: 10:00am - 2:00 pm

www.winthropterrace.com

BGSU

DINING SERVICES

Food with Character
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CITY
BRIEFS

Low-ranking
charter schools
to revamp

Bowling Green
local arrested for
misconduct
If the early morning hours of Oct.
7. Scott Guttenberger. 24. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly
conduct while intoxicated with persistence.

By Andrew W.lih-Huggini
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS. Ohio — The slate
should conduct a "house-cleaning" of its charter school system
to force the lowest-performing
schools to get reapproved or close
by year's end. according to a new
report analyzing Ohio's charter
school law.
The state also should lift the cap
on the number of charter schools
allowed, end a moratorium on the
CRadon of online charter schools
and boost capital funding for charter schools, the report said.
[he report was requested In
Gov. Bob Tali, the Department of
l-ducation and legislative leaders.
Despite many accomplishments, "too many students attend
charier schools that have not demonstrated their value over time,"
said the report by three national
education groups that support
charter schools.
The charter sector is still not
nearly as strong as it needs to be to
meet the needs of Ohio's children
and families." said the report by the
I'ordham Institute, the National
Alliance for Public Charter Schools
and tin' National Association of
Charter School Authorizes.
The groups declined to comment on the rc|xirt yesterday.
Dealing with chnmically underperforming charter schools was
the first recommendation of the
38-page report. This "one time
house-cleaning approach will
publicly identity the lowest academically and fiscally perfomiing
charter schools in Ohio and assist
sponsors to close such schools as
warranted." the report said.

CANDIDATE
From Page 1
Bretz said if universities like
lit.SU cannot offer students
reasonable tuition, young people will no longer see any benetit in attending college.
"It's pretty hard to justify as
an 18- or 19-year-old spend-

When a police cruiser stopped at
a red light at the intersection of Main
and Woostei street. Guttenberger
waved his middle finger and stuck his
tongue out at officers. He began calling out to police several times. Officer *
Jason Btoshious got out of his cruiser
and approached the subject who
began walking away.
Broshious asked Guttenberger why
he was taunting him and he said it
was his right to freedom of speech
Broshious advised him this could provoke someone to fight
When another Patrolman Justin
Tucholski arrived. Guttenberger began
yelling incoherently. He stated things
about working for MTV and said he
should molest children
DUSAHVRAMC

FIRE
From Page 1
Base Falcon was hit In an
attack. The cause of the fire was
not immediately known, said
Lt. Col, Christopher C. Carver, a
military spokesman.
Explosions from detonating
tank and artilleiy ordnance
and small-arms ammunition
stored at the site went off for
hours afterward.
I arge flames and smoke rose
from the region, and flashes
from the blasts and showers of
sparks were visible on the hori-

ing S100.000 on an education
and then only making S28.O0O
a year to start out," he said. "We
just have to work together to
fund education better."
Christine Myers, committee
member and visiting assistant
professor, said she was pleased
Bret/ agreed to the interview
since if elected, his legislative
decisions will greatly impact
BGSU.

zon visible several miles away
in central Baghdad, where the
force of the blasts could be felt.
The blasts came at time sporadically, at times in rapid succession, lasting into the night.
Helicopters were seen in the
night sky Hying over the area.
The blaze broke out in an
ammunition holding area,
where material is kept temporarily before distribution
to the units at Falcon, said Lt.

Col. lonathan Wfthington,
a spokesman at the base. He
said more than three battalions
are located at the base but he
would not give a specific number of troops.

"The reason we want
to know what he thinks is
because as citizens we have
much more access to local
representatives than we might
[to national representatives!,"
she said.
Zickar also confirmed that
Bretz's opponent Bob l.atta
(R) has agreed to do a similar
interview, but no date has been
scheduled vet.

J>H> YOU r^NOW?
£0JC.V\ I\IK<J. IK

AP PHOTO

The officers explained to
Guttenberger that he'd be receiving a
citation and he started blowing kisses
at Tucholski and calling him "sweetheart" and "honey".

LIGHT IT UP: The sky over Baqhdad is illuminated by huge explosions in the Iraqi capital A fire broke out at an ammunition depot at a US base in southern Baghdad last night, setting
off a series ol eiploswns horn detonating tank and artillery shells that shook buildings miles away. The US military sad there were no immediate reports o( casualties

a. dtCl{ of pulimvcj, CX/cls rtf/isth-is 0. tyt(L\ i\mry
f*orf\ \ysicKU.

Sydcffs - ^i>u},7Mnd
HMr-fs - Unfi.AtmXrp.e
C/ubs - MttOMkr HV 6<Mt
'2ii(Znv»\Ws - -Julius CAtsO./

Copper Beech Townhomes

"Size Matters"
4-bedroom
unfurnished:

4-bedroom
furnished:

$299*

$309*

Per/person

Per/person

" I 'here is a lot of ammunition
there, but it's not a full storage
depot," he said. "This does not
degrade our operational ability at all." He would not give
exact figures on the amount of
ammunition or the number of
troops at the base, saying only
that "more than three battalions" were stationed there at
the time ol the fire.
"Thereisan investigation into
the cause of the fire," he said.
Falcon is located in a former
commercial Iruckingdepot in a

sprawling Industrial area at the
southern entrance of Baghdad,
near the violence-torn district
of Dora, where U.S. troops have

been focusing in a 2-month-old
sweep ol the capital neighborhood-by-neighborhood aimed
at rooting out militants and
weapons.

Guttenberger was then handcuffed
as Broshious filled out a citation
When Guttenberger refused to sign

Iraqi military officials said no

it. he was re-handcuffed and placed
into the cruiser. Guttenberger agreed
to sign the citation, was then handcuffed and taken to the Wood County
Justice I i

evacuations oi residents were
ordered from the Dora area.
Iraqi
Interior
Ministet
lawad al-Bolani went on tele
vision to reassure residents ol
the capital.
The situation is under control," he said. "There is an alert
to security forces to provide an;
help to the residents ol the area.
We ,IH' waiting lor Information
from the Americans" on the
cause, he said

Bickley arrested on
assault
On Oct. S. Ryan M. Bickley. 19. of
Milan. Ohio, was arrested for felonious
assault on a police officer, resisting
arrest, underage possession and open
container of alcohol.

BOMB
From Page 2
tions. They also oppose a new
suggestion that lapan proposed
yesterday — to include men
tion of the North's abduction of
lapanese citizens in the 1970s
and '80s.
"We certainly understand that
lapan is close to the country. But 1
think you cannot ask by this resolution to kill a country," China's
U.N. Ambassador Wang Cuangya
told The Associated Press. I lesaid
the Security Council must impose
"punitive actions" hut that they
have to "be appropriate."
Though far less than what the
Americans and lapanese seek,
even calling for some punishment was significant for China,
which usually opposes sanctions,
particularly against an ally such
as North Korea.
IVongyang again demanded one-on-bne talks with
Washington and threatened to
launch a nuclear-tipped missile
if the U.S. doesn't help resolve
the standoff. Bolton dismissed
the demand, saying the North
should instead "buy a ticket to
Beijing," and rejoin stalled sixnation talks over its nuclear and
missile programs.
The war of words suggested

AHNYOUNGJOON

WATCHING IT HAPPEN: South Koreans watch a television broadcasting file footage ol
a previous nuclear test at a railway station in Seoul. Monday North Korea said Monday it
has performed its fust-ever nuclear weapons test, which would confirm that the country has
a working atomic bomb as it has long claimed. The writing on the screen read "North Korea
has performed its fust-ever nuclear weapons test"
tough negotiations before the
U.N. takes any action against
North Korea. In the meantime,
scientists and governments
tried to determine what exactly
happened early Monday, deep
below the earth in North Korea's
northeast mountains. The North
Korean government has released
few details.
A South Korean newspaper
quoted a North Korean diplomat,
whom it did not name, saying

that the blast was "smaller in
scale than expected.
"But the success in a smallscale Itestl means a large-scale
[test) is also possible," he said in
comments posted on the Web
site ol the liberal newspaper
llankyoreh, which has good ties
with the communist nation.
The diplomat also said the
North could take "additional
measures" and that it doesn't
fear sanctions.

JIM'S AUTOMOTIVE
"Minor and maior repairs on a vehic es.

With mi if terniti i,on mill lie
entered in a $100 10aI /It'ml
i/ifl funl
High Tech Service For High Tech Cars.

Hurry! Special Ends October 13!
www.CBEECH.com

Over 40 Years Experience
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 6 MONTHS

419.352.8245
1051 N. Main St

IvIV Vi: \l!l!(l()lv

11MMM1
October 17, 18,19
llliirk Swamp Pub M:Mpm
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SIDELINES
OHIO STATE 55!

It's a long way to the top
MLB BASEBALL
Torre will return
after all

school tawy that BG has played the
top-ranked team in the country. The
Falcons nave laced* 2 Oklahoma tn
2004. played at »4/5 Ohio State m
?00i at 14 Michigan in 2000 and at *9
OSU in 1997
■ Oho State is now 4-0 m the all-time
series against BG. The Buckeyes posted
nctones by scores ot 17-6 rn 1992.44-1!

Sports Edito*

COLUMBUS — Beating
the topranked team In tin1 countn on

MENS GOLF

the road would be an accomplishment for any program. Doing it
with a youth-laden team from die
Mid-American Conference would
be a miracle.
Par the Falcons, (3-3,2-1) there
was mi mirade ibis past Saturday,
as BG fell 35-7 at the bands of No.
I ranked Ohio State
Although IK! left Columbus
winless for the fourth time
in the school's history, coach
(Iregg Brandon saw a lot of positives mi the field that the team
can carry with them throughout the season.
"We're still improving as a tootball team, and I was vet] encouraged by the effort." Brandon said.
"We struggle at times to finish
plays and finish drives, but that's
die si<;ii of a youthful ream."
I respite putting up only seven
points, IMi's offense was productive against one of the top ranked
defenses In the country. A balanced attack helped BG gain 339
yards nl total offense, bill poor
field position made it difficult to
put points on the board.
On die other side of the ball,
OSU continually started drives
nearer past midfielddueto foiled
directional punts or misplaced
IdckoffsbyBG.
"Our kids fought with them and
stood (OB to toe, but we just didn't
win enough battles," Brandon
said. "Ms like war, you can't give up
ground, and we just gave up loo
much land. Their weapons create
dial because you just donl want

Walker finishes
with school's
third best score
ever at Ball State
Tournament
Jace Walker, a St Thomas,
Ontario, native fired a
career-low 66 on the
final day of competition
at the Earl Yestingsmeier
Invitational. After beginning
the day at 5-over-par on the
first two holes the junior proceeded to play the final 16
holes 7-under. including an
eagle on the par-4 third hole
The 66 is the third-lowest
score in school history.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Men's Soccer:
at Pittsburgh. 7 p.m.

On the way up
Damon Huard. while back-

for 5 TDs and no

■ The game marked the trrst time m

By John Turner

See story Page 9

ing up Trent Green he has
managed to throw

GAME FAQS

Falcons see
progress but fall
to Buckeyes

1

r

interceptions Is
Trent going to lose another
job to a backup?

On the way down
Ben Roethlisberger, after his
idiot motorcycle crash and
his appendectomy
he has thrown

to kick it right ta those guys."
UG was able to pull within two
scores with a touchdown drive to
start the second Half Quarterback
Anthony lirrncr completed six
passes and rushed for 17 yards
nn the drive to lead the Falcons to
their lone scon-. I be touchdown
catch was a one-banded, highlight reel grab by < lore) Partridge,
his first touchdown of the season,
"It was a great feeling, the best
feeling In the work) to score a

in 1997 and 24-17 m 2005.

RUNNING STRONG
■ On is BulocKnnhedwilh a game-high
U yards on 21 carries He now has a total
of 285 yaroS on the ground over the last
three games

PLAYING IT TIGHT
■

• score the tmol statistics were
close The Falcons had 559 yards o( total
offense to me Buckeyes 587 Ohio State
held a rvanow advantage m first downs.
18-15 and BG had 160 rushing yards to
OSU'sl59 In time of possession, the
Bucks held the ball lw 5055 to BG's
2927

QUOTABLE
■ (Gregg Branoon on Troy Smiths 54-yard
mn on trwd and long)
"The kid drops the ball and then runs
forever It's like PlayStawxi

■

MOVING THE
CHAINS

■ >vo State. 7-0. n the

thud quarter The Falcons opened the
second ha<f with a IS-play. 8S-y*d drrve
that tool 8 J9 The Falcons picked up
five first downs on the drive, which culminated with a 12-yard pass from Anthony
Turner to Corey Partridge, who made a
one-handed grab m the end zone.
■ P*tndge.whodidnothavear«ept»3n
*t the hrst half, had three grabs for 59
yards on (he drive On the play before
the TD. he had a diving catch for eight
BB»NDONHEISS

NICE GRAB: Corey Partridge makes a one-handed touchdown catch in Saturday's game against Ohio State Partridge was key for the

yards on a four th-and-6 play
■ For Partridge, the TO catch was hrs
If st of the season and the second of his
career Turner has thrown for hve TDs
nd seven mhts career Both

Falcons mak,ng three catches on their touchdown drive

touchdown in front of the Ohio
state fans and make 100,000
people sit on their hands,"

Partridge said
Inn Smith and led GilUl Ir.
led the Buckeye offensive attack,
using their speed and agility to cane though the falcon
defense, (linn caught 10 passes
for 122 yards, including a backbreaking 57 yard touchdown
reception to put OSU up by 2H
in die fourth quarter.

7 picks and no
touchdowns. The Steelers

Partridge and Turner are r\ the* second
season with the Falcons

The Falcons now have their
eves set toward I lomccomingthis
Saturday when they'll take on a
win-less Eastern Michigan team
at Doyt Perry Stadium,

■ The 8 59 drive was the Falcons' longest
■

Defensive pressure

The players,
like coach
Brandon, believe they can lake a

lot of good out their performance
at OSU and apph it to this week
and the weeks lo crime.
"The biggest diing we have to
do from ibis is grow and carry il

on to the MAC" Turner said

■

hrsmtdsacltofthe
* of his career t\ the
second quarter, handing OSU quarterback Troy Snwh and the Buckeyes a

BRANDON HEISS

RUNNING INTO #1: Anthony

five-yard loss
■ Serior Devon Parks had hrs third sack
of the season, and the 16th of his career

Turner hands off to Chris Bullock

MAC up for grabs at halfway point

aren't worried though.

The List
The BG News is excited
about the upcoming NBA
season and wants to take the

ence with convincing wins

over Bowling Green and Akron

The college football season
has just about reached its
hallway point and the MidAmerican Conference is as

time to point out the top 5
NBA bad boys

exciting as ever.

1. Ron Attest: An easy
choice, something is wrong
with this guy. He has a short
temper and never shuts his
mouth.

By Colin Wilson
Assistant Sports Editor

JASON RENTNER

■>■ BGNEWS

GOING STREAKING: BG has extended then winning streak to 12 games with wins over
Buffalo and Akron at Anderson Arena.

Both the last and the West
are up for grabs as the top
teams tire not quite as familial
as seasons past.
Kent State has roared out
to a 3-0 start in the confer-

following a close mad victory
at Miami. They lead the East
Division by one game. I licit
defense has been a strongpoint but their quarterback
play has been the strong suit.
I he Flashes are enjoying the
newfound success.
"In the past we were just trying to gel a win, Now we're
contending.' said KSli coach
Doug Martin. "These guys are

playing with a lot more pride."
iulian Eddman has come
out of nowhere to become a
premier player in the MAC. His
perilirmances this season have
Hinted heads. He has already
passetl for 1143 yards and six
touchdowns and run for 345
yards and four more scores.
"I le's got a nice arm. he's gotten better and better at throw
ing the ball, he can protect
See MAC I Page 10

2. Paul Pierce: This
guy spits at opponents, has
very little respect for his
teammates and just has an
arrogance about him that
shines.

3. Stephen Jackson:
He just got in more trouble
with the law and has very
little common sense when
somebody steps to him.

4. Rasheed Wallace:
What a jerk. I "guaransheed"
Rasheed racks up more technicals than 20 point games
this season
5. Ricky Davis: Wrong
way Ricky this guy shot
on his own basket to get a
triple-double. It didn't count.

Falcons continue
streak with home wins
ByAdamMiezin
Reporter

lit is women's volleyball team continued their winning streak this
(last weekend, defeating Akron
and Buffalo at Anderson Arena on
Friday and Saturday.
The team set two new records
this weekend. The first was
extending their winning streak to
12 matches. The other record was
a new offensive hitting mark set
against Buffalo its the team hit .512
for the match.
"V* do not focus on the records
hut it is very nice when someone
mentions it," said Coach IX'nisc
Van fie Walle. "It is very special
when you can hit .500 in a match
and it takes all of your team to put
•together such a great effort."
B(, defeated Akron on Friday !>y
a score of 30-17,30-14,30-21. The
team dominated the Zips tiirough-

out, continuing their dominance
of the MAC.
"Any team should ho excited to
get two more wins inside the conference at home and we are ecstatic about the way we played this
weekend," said Stephanie Swigcr.
"It feels like we an- really coming
together and the wins make you
fed great about the effort."
The first game saw the lalcons
hit .516 while showcasing a great
defense as well. They held the
Zips to an abysmal .027 hitting
percentage in that game and saw
Kendra Halm record seven kills
and three blocks.
The second game saw IKi have
one of tlie bigger blowout games of
the war. They left no doubt in this
game about who was tlie better
team, even though they hit a little
lower percentage (.3851 on offense.
SeeNETTERS|Paqe9

Falcons have let down on road
By Man Riddle

Reporter
The Bowling Green State
Universit) women's soccer team
took a step luck in their progression as a team this past weekend
as they lost Itoth MAC games.
Tlie lalcons were dominated
on Friday against Ohio University
On Sunday the Falcons played
batter but no) gotxl enough as
they lost to Akron 2-1 lire I alcons
overall record drops to 6-8-0 and
3-3 in tlie \ I At .
"The whole weekend was disappointing We had a bad 15 minutes on Friday and we just didn't
compete well Sunday. We didn't
play to our potential", said Bt ,SI I
I lead Coach Andy Richards.
On Friday the Falcons traveled to Athens to plav the
Bobcats (6-6-01 . The Bobcats
controlled the whole game and
more importantly in the first
half. In the first half the Bobcats
scored three goals in 16 min-

utes, till seined in the 15th,
20th and 32nd minute.
'We didn't do anything right
on defense in those 15 minutes.
We allowed too man) Shots and
we weren't aggn'ssive at till. Oil
did their job: the) only had four
shots on goal and three of them
were scon's, that's not acceptable". Richards stiid.
The Falcons had to play catch
up in the second half but couldn't
get the job done. OU had a
three goal lead and switched
their game plan lo a defensive
scheme. The 1 alcons played a lot
better in the second half against
OU but never got that early goal
iliat they needed.
"It was a rough game on Friday.
We came out fiat and didn't play
well at all. Its still a learning
experience for us, but its really
Important that we can compete
in die MAC. Its tough to loose two
consecutive games in the confer
elite.' siid sophomore Brianne
risenhard.

After the lalcons disappointing loss on Friday, they had to
prepare and focus on their next
MAI \ game against Akron.
On Sunday against the Zips (94-0) tlie Falcons bounced back
with a more competitive game
but did not execute when they
needed to, and tell to the Zips 2-1.
It was the first win Uinn has ever
had over BO in school history.
It was a better performance
but we still didn't win. They
scored early and we gave them
all tlie momentum. Uc created a
lot of chances but never finished
them. 1 told tlie girls that if we
scored two or three goals a game,
that we would have a great season," said Richards
lust three minutes into the
game the lalcons still had the
mst from Friday as they gave up
an easy goal to Akron. .Again the
Falcons had to play catch up but
showed signs of life and came
SOCCER
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Club hockey takes second in
tournament over weekend
By Andrew Harner
Reporter

rile Bowling Green Club
Hockey leam is off to a lasl
sian under the new ink's set
forth by USA Hockey.
USA Hockey made several
rules changes similar to the
NHL rule changes from last
year to make this season's
games more positive and to
put more emphasis on puck
handling and skating skills.
I here were many new rules
thai coach Dave Sergeni had to
teach his players, I hey include
that thi' stick can only lo be
used lor moving the puck, the
stick shall not impede forward
progress, a Iree hand/arm can
not impede a player's forward
progress, players may use physi-

cal force if another playet has
liit them illegally, and players

are accountable foi intimidating
and dangerous acts.
"During practices

Sergeni

WOUld stop us and s.i\ dial's ,i
penalty and [the referees are
going to call that on you In a
game,™ Steve PeturessakL
"tlui i oach made us watch
\ ideo tapes and ran through
a couple drills In practice
aboul enforcing the new
rules," Bill Krysh said, "Bui
writ- slill gelling Ions and

tons of penalties.
But, these ww rules haven't
slimed the Falcons, a team
thai wenl 12-21-2 last season,
as [hey have jumped OUl to a 2I) regulai season record as well
as a second place finish in the
"Battle of Ohio" tournamenl in
Woosterthis past weekend.

Fi om

"I think we're going lo be a
hard-working team thai has a
good attitude, and we're going
to be a high scoring team with
strong goaltending," Sergent
said. "I'm pleasantly surprised by our younger players
and their attitudes. There's a
lot of energy, a lot of promise
and a lot of commitment to
the team."
lid opened up its season
on the road against the rival
lolcelo Rockets. The falcons
won the game 7-3 led by Kyle
Wilson and lim Tudor who
each had two goals and combined foi seven assists.
Theteamcontinueditssuccess '
ai borne the very next night, live
different players scored goals
and goalie Kyle kittclhcrger
See CLUB I Page 9

more exposure with school
Is ii possible that HC> could
he fielding one of ihe top 1(1
programs in the nation and
be a powerhouse in the Mid\inetii.in Conference year in

and year out?
If that's t rue, could it also be
possible thai this program has
gone largely unnoticed by l!(,
sports fans-'

The answer to Imth questions
is yes.
For nearly three decades, Ml .'s
club nigby team has been Ihe
most successful program the
uni\eisii\ has lo olfer.
Their track record is a proven
one. They have won the \i \( a
staggering 25 years in a row. In
four of die lasl six years, the) ve
been a national finalist. So far
this season, their overall record
is 14-0.
Years ago. they came up with a
team molto. Ihe term, in Latin,
is "nulli sccundus." It means sec
ond to none.
To be WCOnd lo none

I

qe7

hack wilhagoal of their own.
Seven
minutes
later
t-jsenhard scored the only goal
for the falcons. Ijsenhard was
assisted by junior Danielle
Cygan. Cygan crossed ihe ball
into the /one and I-isenhatd
Struck il into the back of the
net 1 isenhard has scored a
goal the past two Sunday's.
It was a lucky goal, I guess
il was just good positioning,
Coach (old me thai tilings arc
Starting lo fall into place for
me. It's easier lo score goals
after you gel your first one. To
score a goal it's a team effort
and the hard part is finishing",
said I isenhard.
The Zips continued to put
pressureon the lalconsdcfense
in the first half and ended up
scoring the game winning
goal whh six minutes left in
the fiist half. In the second half
the game was a midlield bailie
tuid the Falcons didn't produce
many chances (o score Ihe
falcons were out shot on goal
1-2 bytheZlps,
liven with ihe two losses
in MAC play (lie falcons saw
pi isilivcs for their fulurc. One of
the positives is Ihe emergence
of Cygan. t \'gan is leading ihe
team with seven points and
picked up another team lead

Ruggers have rich history at BG, want
By Chris Voloschuk
Reporter

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

nigassisi on Sunday.

"I think we appeal to [prospective

Danielle is a greal player. We converted her from

players'] desire to continue their athletic

defense to a forward and it

careers. No matter what sport they played
in high school."
,
requires a certain level ol dedication. According to coach
Roger Mazzarella, who played
on ihe team in some of iis earliest days, the players have won
so much because the) are willing to commit in the work ii
lakes KI be successful.
Ulio are these haul working
players?
Mazzarella fields a roster of
ruggers with diverse athletic
backgrounds, ihe team consists of former football players,
cross countr) runners and other
spoils ih.n wouldn't always be
translated into rugby
There are also players that
come lo BG fust to play club
rugby. Mark Viviani, a sophomore who played rugby all

throughout high school, chose
BG for thai reason.
ihe program is well known
nationally," Vivian! said, "it has a
high reputation.''
I low docs the team get people
to come out?

They recruit just like any other
sport al ihe University. According
to Viviani, word of mouth has
been the iiuinbei one way lo
reel in lieu players.
"Vlfe gel a table every year
in the Student Union," Viviani
said. "It we see someone who
looks like the) can pla\ we talk

to them."
leam captain Ian (iagnon has

sometimes taken word of mouth

has worked out for us. She is
a dynamic player with great
Character. We always knew
that Danielle was a greal sot
cer player" Richards said.
The Falcons will continue
their quest lor the MAC crown
this weekend on the road. Ihe
Falcons play Kent State and
Buffalo. "It's really important
thai we can win both or a) least
one oflhe games this weekend.
It's really hard lo go 0-2 on a
weekend. We need the points
tin the MAI tournament"said
Eisenhard.
The falcons can not afford
to have another weekend like
lasl but Kent and Buffalo bring
tough competition. "Both
teams are wry skilled, Imth
games are going to lie physical and typical MAC (lames.
Kent is especially a hard place
to play because of the lurf for
their field 1 think we will come

out this weekend and compete
SeeRUCBY|Paqe9

well," Richards said.

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME.

Rockets center dies
during conditioning
TOLEDO, ohioiAl'i — Toledo
center Haris Charalambous,
who collapsed during conditioning, died because a blood
vessel to his heart ruptured,
according to preliminary autopsy results released yesterday.
TheruptureofCharalambous'
aortic arch caused blood lo fill
the sac around his bean and
slopped his heart from beating.
said Dr. lames Patrick, Lucas
Cou my coroner.
Such a rupture is a well
known cause of sudden death,
Patrick said. He said several
weeks of further testing is
needed to determine why the
rupture occurred.

«• PHOTO

TRAGEDY STRIKES AT UT: Hans
Charalambous collapsed during a Toledo
conditioning session an died because of a
ruptured blood vessel lo his heart He was
21.

"Even though the emergency
response — what our (rainers
did was great — once the heart
can't pump blood because u!
pressure around it, there's just
not a very good likelihood thai
he is going to live," said Dr.
Roger Kruse. team physician.
Players had just started their
workout Monday and weie
doing some light running when
Charalambous
collapsed.
haulers performed CPU on
him less than a minute after he
collapsed, and 911 was called
ininicdialclv, university officials said. Ile was pronounced
dead at a hospital.
"Nothing can prepare you
for this." athletic director Mike
O'Brien said. "I'm slill in a stale
of shock. Our student-athletes,
our athletic department staff
and our entire campus has been
stunned by this tragedy.''
The
2 I-year-old
Charalambous, of Ma lit iiesici.
England, was expected to be a

backup center this season. He
played 23 games lasl season,
averaging less than a point
pei game
"The players are devastated.
They're very emotional, losing
a teammate and one of our basketball famil) members," coach
Stan loplin said. "Haris is the
ultimate team player. He was
well liked by all Of bis leam
males. I le was a great person to

be around."
A memorial sen ice was
scheduled on campus today.
University officials planned
to accompany the body hack
to England later this week to
perse mails express their condolence's lo bis family.
An
cndowmenl
in
Charalambous1 name will be
established to award a scholarship annually to a membei ol
the men's basketball team, the
school said.

Women's golf finishes third
out of five
Unsatisfied with results going into final match
By Kevin Berger
Reporter

Stephanie Young warns to see
out of her team.
■ I his tournament was somewhat disappointing," Young
said. "The scenes in the 120s
were nol good, and we base a
lot of work to be clone before our
nexl match."
This coining after a greal
performance by ihe whole
team
at
the Youngstown
suite Invitational where they
received a firs! place finish, but
thai was nearl) a month ago.
I he f Ml t iilonel ( lassie' was

You caul win them all. That's a
sports cliche we have all heard
before, but in this case It's true.
Aflcr a first place finish in
Youngslown the HC women's
golf leam finished in third place
out of five teams at the Eastern
Kentucky University Colonel
Classic in Richmond, Ky. over
fall break.
The Falcons shot a 326 in the
first round, a 323 and a 327
in the second and third round
of the tournament. Scores
like those are not what Coach

their first tournamenl since
mid-September,
Hill Young does nol give thai
as an excuse ten [heir sub-par

performance over (he weekend.
"If anything the long break
gave us a chance to work on
things,'' Young said "Hut we
made some big mistakes and
wejusl didn'l execute."
Perhaps the problem was
the team wasn't getting the job
done on the green.
"We bad a lol of mistakes
around the green," Young said.
"The putting was poor."
lessica MiCann led the was
for the falcons with a final
Score of 2-10 which earned her
a fourth place finish. She had
scores of 82-80-78, showing
improvement in each round.

Birch Run Golf Club
Only ID Minutes from Campus!
2 rules oil 1-75 South m
North Baltimore on St Rt 18
Student ID Special:
^1£P Weekday 1B Holes with can
^Jg^Weekend IS Holes with cart

See GOLF | Page 10

the

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Studio apartments available!
semester, or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

•
•
•

Stove, fridge, microwave, 25' TV
Full cable W/HB0 - $207month
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

The Army ROTC Leader's Training Course is a paid 4-week summer experience that marks the beginning of your career
as an Officer, a leader of the U.S. Army.
Condominiums for rent!

BECOME AN ARMY 0

Leadership, Friendship & Opportunities! For more information on this exciting leadership development course,
visit Rm. 151 Memorial Hall or contact LTC DeWalt, 419-372-2476/mdewalt@bgsu.edu

Beautiful ranch style condominiums
S6507m3n.th plus (Mies
Washer and dryer hook up
Quiet tenants desired
1 or 2 Bedroom

Excellent location for BGSU lacully
Stove, fridge, dishwasher disposal
Jacuzzi lub in some units
Den/Office in some units
Central air

wwwiramrmivilUgecc'
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Torre not out in New
York after a
By Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Joe Torre was in
his office at Yankee Stadium
on yesterday, about to give
the media his season wrapup,
when general manager Brian
Cashman walked in and handed
him his cell phone.
George Steinbrenner was on

the line.
"He has informed me that I
will be here as his manager next
year," Torre said about 15 minutes later.
And with that, Steinbrenner
ended three days of speculation
thai followed his team's second
si raight first-round exit from the
Al. playoffs.

Ever since Detroit eliminated
the Yankees on Saturday, reports
of Torre's imminent dismissal
dominated New York media.
When Steinbrenner left Monday
to return to Tampa, Ela., he said
he still hadn't made a decision.
Would he revert to his old
ways, when he changed managers 20 times from 1973-95? Or
would he stick with the revered
Torre, who led the team to four
World Scries titles in his lirst
five years but none in the six
seasons since?
"Let's just say that he echoed
support and commitment to
having ine go on in this job."
Torre said. "I felt comfortable
with the conversation."
See TORRE | Page 10

the Bulls compete in the beginning. After BG led 9-8, diey were
abtetowin lOofthenexi 12 points

NETTERS
From Page 7
BCi finally seemed human in
the third game as Akron battled
with the Falcons back and forth
throughout. But, like BG has
done many times this season,
the Falcons outplayed the Zips
down the stretch to sweep the
match and earn the victory.
This match was one of those
matches they we were able to
win and look good doing so," said
Van lie Walle. "To get back to back
M ins in the MAC on any weekend
is very special."
Kendra 1 lalm was die star of the
match for BG, leading the team
with in kills and hitting .520 on
offense. Swiger, Chiissy Gothkc,
Madeline Means and Corrie Mills
all gave the team at least five kills.
I lie leant hit .393 as a team and
had 46 digs and 15 blocks.
"We did very well and did not
lei up," said 1 lalm. The win was
awesome and is someUiing to be
proud of. The team put together a
great effort as one and we need to
continue that."
"We played great against
Akron and it was nice to keep
the winning streak going," said
Van De Walle. "We had a great
match all around and I lalm had
an excellent match with 9 blocks
and l(> kills."
Saturday came and went without a problem for the MAC's hottest team. BG defeated Buffalo
30-14,30-18,30-12. A team effort
produced the lopsided result and
sent the Ealcons home 16-2 overall and 6-0 in the MAC.
BG began the first game as they
ended the match against Akron.
They continued to put up great
numbers (.484 offensive hitting
percentage) and gave the Bulls
no chance to compete with them.
Once the Falcons reached 10
points, they were never ahead by
less than five points.
The second game was the
model of efficiency in the second
game. The team hit .607 but saw

to put away Buffalo. Mills continued her hot day, adding five kills
on six attempts in the game.
The third game capped die
great weekend with the Falcons
getting ahead early and burying their opponent The team hit
.444 in the game and had another
great game all around.
"We had a great day. with it
being Parent's day and all." Van
l)e Walle said. "We were able to
have one of our best weekends
of the season. We had a very
good weekend at the net with
our hitting and blocking being
outstanding''
This match was a team effort,
as Mills and Means led the team
with 10 kills. Halm added nine
kills with Swiger adding eight.
Chelsey Meek had 12 digs and
the team had seven blocks. It all
added up to a new school record
for offensive hitting percentage as they hit .512 for the dirce
game sweep.
The team has another reason to
celebrate this week. They received
votes in the CSTWAVCA Top 25
Coaches Poll. The four points
they received lands them at 33rd
in the nation. It is also die lirst
time that BG has appeared in the
poll since 1991.
"I think it is great for the program and for die MAC," said Van
IX'Willie. "We arc usually underrepresented come tournament
time and this will help get die
word out that the conference is a
very good conference."
"We are very excited to get
votes and we look at it as another motivator to do well," said
Swiger. "We hope we can continue to get more votes and wins
as the season continues."
BG will continue their season this weekend when they
hit to road and head to Central
Michigan on Friday night at 7
p.m. The team will play Eastern
Michigan on Sunday.

zfoeoded
Catfis Dinner
All Day and
Evening
Wednesday's
Only!

Meal includes:
Country Breaded Catfish
Fresh Made Cole Slaw
• Crispy Fries
2 Hushpuppies
Crumblies
Medium Drink
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Wrestling
coach faces
suspension

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

From Page 8

3
5

saved 15 as the I ah onsagain

defeated Toledo 5-1.
After ,t week of practice,
the falcons displayed their
talent at the inaugural "Battle
of Ohio.'' On Friday night, lit.
defeated John Carroll 7-1 to
advance to the championship game.
Saturday was lit,'-, only
defeat thus lar as Kent Stale
won the tournament with
a 7-5 win. In the game, the
new rules generated a total
54 penalties for 108 minutes
between both learns and
changed the strategy of the

ATI IENS. Ohio (API —Ohio
University suspended an
assistant wrestling coach
accused of drunken driving, a move the school didn't
make when head football
coach Frank Solich was
arrested on the same charge
last year.
Kyle llansen, 27, has
pleaded not guilty in
Athens Municipal Court to
charges of operating a vehicle under the influence and
reckless operation. He was
arrested Aug. 4, according
to court records.
llansen was suspended
with pay last week and prohibited from participating
in team functions until the
case is resolved. Solich was
reprimanded — placed on
probation and ordered to
participate In alcohol education initiatives — only afler
his conviction.
Athletics director Kirby
I Incut! said the tin innstances are different.
"Based on where we are
now, we felt thai this was the
appropriate action to lake.
We have the highest level of
expectations for our coaches
and staff," iiocuti said.
llansen. a two-time AllAmerican wrestler while at
the University Of Northern
Iowa, could not be reached
for comment. A phone number was not listed.
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changed the whole style."
I he Fall (ins look to retain
their regular season dominance and give hockey fans
something to watch al home
this Friday at 10 p.m. and
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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"We arefun to watch. We're

"A common thing that

■

ner. In recent years, players have
bonded liy taking overseas trips
in places like Wales, England,

RUGBY
From Page 8

Ireland and South Africa

to a bolder level
"In class I'll talk to somebody l don't even know and ask
them if they are Interested,"
Gagnon said.
tne desire to compete beyond
high school has also been a selling point for BG rugby
"I think we appeal 10 their
(prospective players) desire to
continue their athletic careers,"
Mazzarella said. "No matter
what s|x>n they played in high

school some aspect ofwhal ihey
did before applies to nigby. lite
players know they're walking Into

something organized."
Another tiling that attracts
players to the club is the camaraderie that goes along with play i ng
and being with the oilier guys
lust by going to practice, one
can see first hand how well everybody gets along. This is not just a
result of playing games together,
MazzereOa often has the players,
and sometimes even their parents, over to his house to din

Team unity is also shown on
the field. IheBG dub rugby team
is unique in the s|x>ns world in
that ever) playei on the team
plays each week. This can be
done because the team bus A. B.
('and I)squalls.
"It's [playing time] one of die
most important pans ol this

club," Mazzarella said." I he guys
know they're going 10 play It
helps because if a guy gets hurt
the next guy has experience and
can step up."
Over the years the team has
gone somewhat unnoticed compared to the other s|Hirts the
school has to oiler.
According to Gagnon, the fact
that it's only a club sport contributes to the lower level of interest
I le also said dial rugby isn't something most kids grow up playing,
and that the sport has been slow
to develop in America.
Tile players will admit that
dierc's not much the school can
do to get rugby noticed mon*

than it has been.
Vlviani said that the spon is

8 Piece Family Meal

10

99

getting bigger on Its own, and thai
it's slowly Ixxoming tnon' [xipular at die high school level. •
Although the sport isn't as
recognized, Mazzarella believes
that the school has done a pretty
decent job in taking care ol the
team. Some ol the benefits the
team has received include their
own field and some use of mining facilities
"We gel mole than a lot ol other

schools get" Mazzarella said.
With all the success, will the
university ever make rugby
a varsity sport and drop the
club label!
Players like Gagnon and
\ iv Ian! are skeptical of that decision being made any time in the
near future.
Mazzarella believes that the
team has certainly earned it. and
the idea will have 10 lie sold to the

University.
"As a dub sport we spend
S55.000 a year for a full schedule, including travel, with the

players driving themselves t"
games," Mazzarella said. "With a

better training .mess and team
transportation by busoi van. the
cost to run the team as a varsity
s|x>n lot aveai would bedoserto
$100,000."
Whether the team becomes
a lull-on varsity sport or not is
unknown, hut it hasn't affected
the players, as evidenced by theii
undefeated recotd Bve weeks Into
the new season. .
No matter what Gagnon is Just
happy to play mghv.
' I'm proud lo In' a captain on
this team," Gagnon said. Tn>
proud because "I the guvs un
this dull. Ilii-. team is successful
because the) work hard, they're
scrappy, and they dowhatii takes
to win."
A proven, winning tradition
and a high level ol team i.iin.n.idene make the IK, nighv team an
interesting choice lor a student
looking to gei involved athletically on campus I oi Mazzarella
it represents an opportunity to
give something good a shot
"Anybody who gives rugby a
try will find out thai football is
boring," Mazzarella said.

THE ENCLAVE APARTMENTS

College Living

Doesn't Get Better
Than This...
• 24 hr. State of the art Fitness Center

Resort style living without
the resort style price tag!

8 Pieces of Chicken or Fish.
2 Sides of your Choice,
1.12 Hushpupples
*■
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full schedule, a salary Ibrcoaches

• Computer Labs & Billiards Room
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PRIZFSUDOKU

Variety Platter , •
Choose from: 2 Fish, a Shrimp 11 Chicken
OR 2 Fish r. 8 Shrimp OR 2 Fish S 5 Chicken
OR2 Fish d Shrimps Clams
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Plair Super Ssidaku «id win prn« at

people like are fights, hits,
and high scoring games.
We've had a lot of high scoring games and there's more
to come," Petures said.

. Private Shuttle to and from BGSU

the regular price of any
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

competitive. The games are
fun to gel Into," Wilson said.

> 3 Tanning Domes
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How ling Green Ice Arena.

352-2061
Bowling Green Long John Silver only Limited Time Only
No other Discounts Apply No coupon necessary
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Saturday at 10:15 p.m. at the

• 2 Resort Style Pools & 2 Oversized Jacuzzis
Bowling Green
KFC/ Long John Silver's
1020 North Main Street
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game dramatically.
"We're slowly adjusting
to |thc new rules!. Are we
adjusting to them as fast .is
I'd like? No. But, eventually
we're going to adjust to ilieui
and when we do thai we're
going to better off than we
already are," Sergent said.
"Pretty much, more than
half the game is played
with somebody in the [penalty] box," Wilson said, "It's

4

706 Napoleon Rd. • www.collegeparkweb.com
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TORRE
From Page 9
Steinbrenner
recounted
the talk ill a Statement issued
through spokesman Howard
Rubenstein, saying he mid
torre: "You're hack lor the year.
1 expect a great deal from you
and the entire team. I have high
expectations, and I want to sec
enthusiasm, a Fighting spirit
and a team that works together.
Responsibility is yours. |oe, and
all of the Yankees.
"Yes, I am deep!} disappointed about our loss this year."

Steinbrenner added. "We have
to do better, and I deeply want a
championship it's about time."
since
Saturday's
loss.
Steinbrenner spent his time listening to the advice Ol his lop
executives, tin Monday, Torre
spoke with him about 15 to 20
minutes, and told him: "It you
feel in your heart a change lias
to he made, go ahead and do it."
After that phone call, lotre said
he felt more confident he would
keep his job
All the while, camera news
camped outside Tone's home in
suburban Westchester.
"I thought I had the cure for
cancel or something," lone
said.
The most likely successor
for the 66-year-old lone v\.is
Lou I'iniella. who served two
terms as Yankees manager in
the 1980s.
For two days, speculation
ahotit Torre's joh ran nonstop.
1 iisi he was out; then he was in.
"I didn't read the paper."
Torre said. "Hut I know in\ sis-

ters did and my brother did and
wife did."
Torre has led the Yankees to
II consecutive playoff berths
and nine Al. East titles in a row,
finishing in a tie with the Mets
lor best regular-season record
this year at 97-65. But despite
h,i\ Ing baseball's largest payroll
in a wide margin, the Yankees
haven't reached the World Series
since 2003.
"When we go to spring training every year, we talk about
getting to the World Series. We
don't talk about having a good
year, let'shaveagood record and
.ill ihat stuff. It's getting to the
World Series. So you know going
in what the requirements are,"
[one said. "He requires a lot lie
expet is ,1 lot and we know that.
You can't pick and choose the
parts that you like about working for George Steinbrenner.
You have In understand the
whole package, anil the whole
package has been pretty damn
good as far as I'm concerned for
II UUIS."

Yankees general manager
BrianCashman said team exet
nines gave Steinbrenner their
opinions on Torre. Steinbrenner
Informed them of his decision
jusi before telling the manager
his job was sale.
"I believe that he is the right
man for this job right now at ibis
point in lime." (ashman saitl.
Some of bine's players lent
llieii support.
"Always in mj mind, loe is
manager ol the New York
Yankees," I lideki \latsui said.
Derek Jeter's agent. ( asej
(lose, said the Yankees captain
was "thrilled In the news"

GOLF
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MAC
From Page 7

From Page 8

This is McCann's third time
this year finishing sixth or
better. She lias placed first,
fourth and sixth so far.
Ii was hard coming back
alter a long break." McCann
said. "I improved each
round, but I easily could
have been better."
Another solid performance came out of Carley
Hrusovsky who scored a
212 for the tournament with
scores of 79-81-82 producing
a tie for fifth place.
Hut she wasn't satisfied
with just her good play, shewould like 111 see the whole
team do well.
"It was a little disappointing." Hrusovsky said. "We
didn't play as well as we
hoped we would have."
However, Hrusovsky had
a theory as to why they
weren't doing very well
around the green.
"It was a big green,"
Hrusovsky said.
"We
weren't hitting the ball
really well, We were prepared and positive, but we
just didn't play well,"
Other notable scores were
Amanda Hader (247, I-I2lb).

UndseyJonkhoff(249, 14th]
and Kari Liggett (265,22nd).
IK, will look to turn it
around next week when
they navel tu Cincinnati for
the IIC Women's fall Classic
on Oct. 15-16. This will be
the last tournament of the
tall season

himself in the pocket." Martin
said. "When he den's scramble
he keeps his eyes downficld
and can still find receivers.
Ile'sjnsiaplaymaker."
EX 1 sits back in second place,
hoping for a Kent loss or two.
The Falcons have shown
flashes of brilliance this yeai
but have also had some let
downs. ItCi's biggest letdown
was against Kent State in a:«!-.(
loss. The falcons hail a chance
todaim first place in the MA('.
last and failed to show up.
The team responded
though, beating Ohio in a
convincing fashion the following week. They threw
everything they could al quar
terback Austin I verson.and the
defensive line had a field day.
The offense executed and the
special teams dodged bullets to
pull off a 21-9 win.
It( i has been led by do-it-all

CHBISBfRGIN

■'■

MAKING PEOPLE MISS: Garrett Wolfe is oH to an unbelievable start this season In the
MAC He h,v> HS5 yaros on the ground and 15 TDs this season

back and our defensive line is
laking the pressure off of OUT
secondary."
lied for second is Ohio

University. Although they were

beaten by BG at home, the
Bobcats ha\i' won ke\ games
against Western Michigan and
Northern Illinois
In the West Division Central

back-up OB Freddie Barnes, lie
has lined up under center, in
the sloi and in the backficld 10
become a potent wea|xin for die
falcons. His nine total touch
downs tire second only to the

Michigan sits at die top with a

3-0 record
Dan LeFevour has logged
I2.T0 passing yards to go with 11
touchdowns this season He led
the Chippewas to a near-upset
against BostonCoUegeand dose
Wins against Akron and Central
Michigan before destroying
loledii last week i:.'-2().

elusive Garrett Wolfe.
The falcons are still searching for consistency in a year that
has had tips and downs as fat .is
their play is concerned.
"From week to week its an
adventure. I've seen progress 1 he
past few weeks especially from
our defense," said IK; coach
Gregg Brandon "Our defense
is clanking it up. We're gelling
great pressure on the quarter

CMU is not too content with

their success just yet
"We're 3-0 but we have a long
way to go hut I think there are
some signs that our program is
improving and getting to that

level where we can compete."
said ( Mil coach Brian Kelly.
"Ocinhci is lor pretenders and
\o\einbei is fin contenders."
Northern Illinois is in sole
possession ol second place in
the West with a 3-1 conference
record. I he Huskies haw been
led by Wolfe, a I leisnian hopclul and last year's most efficient
passer Phil Horvath.
Wolfe has been on a tear
through college football, gain
ing 1343 yards and ft touchdowns on tin' ground. I le leads
the nation in both and has a
legitimate chance at breaking
Barry Sanders single-season
rushing record.
I he league's most disappointing teams arc Toledo, Miami
and defending MAC champion
Akron. All three teams are winless in the conference and the
Ftedhawks have yet to win a
game al all.

KEY YEARBOOK
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October 17, 18,19
Black Swamp Pub 9-4:30pm
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Homecoming
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Join us after the Homecoming football
game for a FREE outdoor concert!

♦Who:

2SkinnyDorks, CocoBeanos,
and the winner of UAO's
Battle of the Bands

* When:

October 14th
(directly following the game)
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kick-off
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WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 11
Union Oval,
Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Falcons In Your Face, Noon to 2 p.m.
Royalty Voting/Merchandise Sales
Window Splash Competition

* Where:

The Intramural fields
(by the Doyt Perry Stadium)

Check out all the fun games,
enjoy the free food and enter
to win great prizes
(Rain Location: Lenhart Grand Ballroom)

mA t*»r

homecoming.bgsu.edu

For more Information call 419.372.2486
www. bgsu.edu/offices/uao
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Ethics committee calls on Foley s former chief

BRIEF

tee Investigations.

By Larry Margasalc
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - CNN Brjwiganewly
prominent role lo Lou Dobbs, one ol Us mosl
popular and opnonated personalities, ndud«] a -Jot alongside Wolf Btoaand Anderson
Cooper as an anchor of mdteim election
coverage next month

Trandahl

lias

refused

to

discuss actions he look when
WASHINGTON

— Mark

speaker's staff three years ago
of inappropriate I olev conduct
toward male pages, is to lestify Thursday before the I louse
ethics committee.
Kirk Fnrdham will insist that
he warned Speaker Dennis
H,i.Kit's chief of staff about
the Conduct In 201X1 or possibly
the previous sear. Fordham 's

he learned about I nlrv's
approaches and, until nun.
had declined even to disclose
the name of his attorney.
I ordham is a kej figure, not
only because he's a former top
aide tn Foley, but bei ause his
public statements have been
at odds with thus,' iii i lasten
chief of stall semi Palmer.
Palmer denied I rndliatn's
assertions that lie warned
Palmer about Foley al least

lawyer Timothy Heaphysald.

three years ago.

Earlier yesterday, Rep. Jim
Kolhe of Arizona said a former
page he had sponsored contacted his office in 2tX>()or 2001
lo complain of e-mails from
Inley. the Florida Republican
who has resigned. Kolbe said
he "passed along'' the complaint to lolcy and to thenHouse Clerk left Irandahl.

He'll
reaffirm
things
he said, lie slicks In that,"
Heaphj said.
Meanwhile, 'llasieii said
yesterda) he'll dismiss anyone
on his staff found to havecov
ered up concerns about Foley's
approaches t<> formei pages.
The FBI is conducting a
criminal investigation, and
the i louse ethics committee
is investigating art) poten
tial violations ol standards
of conduct.

Folcy's former chief of stall.

who says hemmed the i louse

Dobbsweeknght news show wl expand
to seven days a week, with the two weekend
editions presenting lnghkcjhts of the week's
reponivj beginning Oct 23.
The longc-st-njmng anchor en CNNs a».
Dobbs is suddenly hot again due to his new
opnionated persona as a crusader en issues
lie immigration reform His hour-lcng "Lou
Dobbs Torngbf is up 72 percent in viewers this
year cwr last a bigger increase than any shew
on CNN cxFo New Charm*
"Dobbs is 'oeatirvg a brand for himself a\
d the ojjestion is. is that the kind of brand you
have anchor on election night?" Rosentiel said
"Would you have Bill ORelly anchor on Fo>r
Dobbs is also anchoring three pre-election special reports: "War on the Middle
Class" on Oct 18. "Broken Borders" on
Oct 25 and "Democracy at Risk: Evotmg's Threat" on Oct 29 The title of
the first special is the same as Dobbs new
book, published this week.

[randahl's lawyer, Cono
, Namorato, said Irandahl "u ill
cooperate fully with the I'lil
and the I louse ethics commit-

SPEAKING OUT:
rm Foley sent r»m sexually suggestive messages aft"
,
month or two after I

■ rtt as a page ended m June 1997

Court can't find impartial jury after first day of selection in Noe tria
By John Seewer

APPHOrO
UNDER SCRUTINY: Tom Noe. right, confers with hi lawyer Bill Wilkinson during the |uty
selection phase of Noes investment scandal tnal in Toledo yesterday.

nil EDO - Prosecutors and
lawyers lor a once-prominent Republican fundraiser
charged with stealing from
the state's Investment in rare
coins began screening potential jurors yesterday, with live
of the first II) dismissed allei
they said the) believed the
defendant was guilty.
I be Bve said the) had made
up their minds about coin dealer
lorn Noe based mi what they've
r.ul in the newspaper.
"I personally think be
should be held act ountable,"
one man said.
Noe is accused ni stealing
ai leasi S2 million from a S50
million nire coin investment be
managed leu the state. I Ms.nun
neys have argued ihai intense
media Coverage •-v ill make il
haul tin Noe III gel a fair irial in
Lucas l mum
Ihe ui.il gcu started in Ihe

Mild winter friendly to natural gas users
llyMkli.irl J.Sniff.-n
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Families
using natural gas can expect
their healing bills to drop

about tll9 this winter, fhose
who heat with oil or electricity
are likely to see their hills rise
The government issued predictions vesterday based on
its forecast of a mild winter
for mosl of the nation and its
assessment of energy supplies
and costs as the nations oil and
natural gas production and
refinery output recover from
hurricane damage in 2005.
"This is a very different
scene than we had a year ago
in the wake of hurricanes
Katrina and Itita.' said Guy
Caruso, head of ihe Energy
Information Administration,
the Energy Departments statistical agency
Ihe hurricanes knocked
out 211 percent of the nation's
gas production, severely damaged (lull < oasi gas processing
facilities and shut more than a
do/en refineries — an impact
"we're only now recovering
from," Qmiso said.
Ihe greatest beneficiaries
will be those who use natu-

ral gas because prices went
up 29 percent last year" and
have since fallen hack, he
said. Natural gas stockpiles are
expected to be near capacity

b) Nov. 1,
The Energy Department
forecast that the average
household using natural gas
will pay S826 for home hearing
Ihlswinter, down 1119or 12.5
percent from last winter.
Natural gas is the largest
source of home healing in the
United States — the primal)
fuel for ."ill percent of all house
holds including almost four
out of five in the Midwest
A third of U.S. households
rely on electricity as their primary hearing fuel. The government estimates the) are
expected to pay an average
Of S839 for heat this winter,
up S58 or 7.4 percent from
last winter. Electric heal is
most prevalent in the South
where .r>2 percent of households use it.
Fuel oil users can expect
to pay S1.S22 on average this
winter, up S9I or S3 percent
from last winter. They represenl only 7 percent ol nations
households, but about half the
homes in New Fngland.

Lower heating bills
This winter, healing bills lor natural
gas and propane customers are
expected to drop, while other
healing fuels may rise.
Average winter heating bills
Natural gas
SI.O00

250

mill
01
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02- 0303 W

04- OS
05 06

"Mr. Noes life is
riding on this."
'
closer) watched case just four
weeks before a Critical statewide election in which Noe is
being painted as the embodiment of Ihe stale's broader
political scandal.
Democrats say ihe Irial will
shins bow Republicans have
used their Influence to create a
culture ni corruption, including
how Noe, ."i-\ used his political
connections to land ihe invest
iiieni by the Ohio Bureau of
Workers' Compensation.
Ihe scandal has raised the
I H'liincrals' hci|H's ol retaking the
governorship Im ihe lirsi lime in

ernor li.s. Hep. led Strickland,
holds a double cligii lead over
Republican Secretary ol State ken
lilac kwell ill the polls.
\<>c has pleaded not guilt) i<>
theft, nionev laundering forger)
and a corrupt actrvit) charge.
A si.iicaudit slid \iielunneled

the money into his own businesses, spent some remodeling his

IJ veais.

I lorida kevs home and loaned
mmiev to Mends,
His defense attorney, lohn
Mitchell, pressed some potential
jurors about whether they alread)
had formed opinions about Noe,
who laces up io 10 years in prison
on the Corrupt activit) charge.
All. Noe'S lileis riding on this."
Mitchell said.
\houi (.0 prospective jurors
filled oui three-page questionnaires that asked them whether
the) had art) thoughts about the
case against Noe and whether

Ihe GOP controls the governor's office and most si.ne
wide elected posiiicms. Hut the
Democratic candidate for gov-

"Its liccn in the news a long
lime, en lew on tan said. "I Irulvdo
not think I can be impartial."

the) i oflecl rare coins.

One man who was excused
said his daughter dated Noes son
Another woman said hei friend
lost a job because of Noes dealing
with ihe stale.
Noe sat with his attorneys,
smiling at some ol the answers
from the prospective jurors. Mosl
viid the) bad heard about the
case- in \ui In all. Hull ihe first
28 were dismissed.
Because of ihe l.uge number
aliead\ dismissed, ihccoi in asked
for another group of jurors to be
called in case the) are needed
Ihe irial ill I ucas I oiuilv
11 ii i inn in I 'leas ( oiiit Isexpected
to last through Election Da) mi
\nv ','. lur) selection isexpected
to last through the week, with tes
timonv beginning the next week.
Invcsiigations into ihe bureaus
coin Investment led to separate
ethics charges against Gov bob
raft, who pleaded no contest last
ve.n io tailing IO report gull outings and other gifts. Pout formei
I.lit aides pleacied no contest lo

similar charges.
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Bring in this ad for a FREE t-shirt!:

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH

■

postcard

AMI

reci-M

. i/W colors avaiatjtei

(Across From Taco Bell)

See the world,

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30. Sat: 8:30- 4:00
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make a difference
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rginia experiences torrentia
rain and flooding damage

The Daily Crossword
Fix KAPLAN
brought to you by
■»«»«•«
-a**.™,
1 Smoothly, m music
2 Mistreated
3 Gets off a letter

4 Wise lawgiver
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18

By Sonja Barliic
The Associated Press

FRANKLIN, Va. (AP) — Swollen
by torrential weekend rainfall, the
Blackwater River crated Tuesday
at nearly a record level, flooding
parts of the cit>' with lour feet of
water and submerging some cars
up to their rooftops. No injuries
were reported.
As many as 120 businesses and
35 homes may have suffered some
flood damage, officials said, but
authorities had not yet been able
to fully assess the damage.
Downtown franklin had been
dosed since Monday because of
flooding, said Capt. Tim Dunn of
the fire and rescue department At
least 70 people had been evacuated from low-lying areas.
The Blackwater River crested at
22.8 feet just north of the city Bl
about 8 a.m Tuesday, said Keith
Lynch, a hydrologisi with the
National Weather Service. That
was the highest crest since a reading of 26.4 feet after Hurricane
Iloyd in September 1999.
hloyci damaged or destroyed
all 182 businesses in franklin's
downtown retail district and
about 100 homes In the city.
Since then, the government has
bought flood-prone properties
to prevent rebuilding, and the
city of about 8,-100 also improved
downtown drainage.
"We definitely could have bad
a bomb headed our way, (but) I
think we fared well,'' Dunn said of
the current flooding.
Mayor lames RCouncill III stood
in the back of a high-water truck
as it drove through downtown so

DEAN HOFFHEYERF i TK ASS0CIA1ED P»[SS
AFTERMATH: From the hack ol a lire department vehicle. Virginia Gov Tim Kaine tours
the flooded downtown area of Franklin. Va.. Tuesday.

he could survey streets covered in
some places by 3 to 4 feet of water.
Councill slid that after IToyd, he
needed a boat to check out damage and the water was a good 5
feet higher.
This isn't quite as bad, but
it's still sickening to go through
and see all the water and what's
going on here," Councill said as
lie pointed out cars submerged
and a building where sandbags
couldn't keep the water from seeping through the doorway.
Gov. Timothy M. Kaine declared
a statewide emergency Monday
after as much as 12 inches of rain
fell on central and southeastern
Virginia during the weekend.
"I really feel for the business
owners in the heart of downtown who have fought so hard to
come back after l-loyd in 1999,"
said Kaine, who toured franklin
on Tuesday.
franklin was still trying to
operate normally Tuesday Qty
Registrar Sandy I lolloman set up

DID YOU KNOW?
Wearing headphones for just an hour
will increase the bacteria in your
ear by 700 times.
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_ Stanley Gardner
Judgment call?
John Jacob and Mary
Highlands hat
5th or Lex.
Minuscule
Black, but not blue
Philippine island

28 Gl's garb
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"It Happened One Night" director
Tiny arachnid
Arcade pioneer
Grabs
Judgment call?
Shaving foam
Refuse

41 Punta del

.
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Massive ref. work
Big Apple restaurateur
Homily topic
Carte preceder
Oater bar
Judgment call?
Turn-downs
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i-800-KAP-nsr

On selected floor plans
Running Specials
2006/2007
Call 353 5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

•Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

• Spacious kitchen
Services Offered

• Pets welcome!

Finishing Touches - document editing and English tutoring. Please call
Dr Schmidt 419-352-6617

VA*SITIVJU*"t
AM* T Ml Nil

Hillsdale Apts.
1082 Fairview Ave
2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle

Management Inc.
I inill.n Pike Apts.
111/113 Findlay Pk
Portage Oh
LARGE 3 & 2 bdrm Apis
Garage for I vehicle
Siartng at $475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

Management Inc.

Evergreen Apts.
215 E. Poe Rcl
Large I or 2 bedroom
Opening in Oct.
BGSU Bus route/15 min.
walk to campus
Laundry on site

Wok to Order@
Kreischer Sundial &
Founders Foodcourt
Monday - Friday

• Patio

FREE HEAT
Management Inc.

YOUR WOK, YOUR WAY

i
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t=}

{faAm/A:e CY^ tnimaA

rerso rials

Call DiBenedetlo s
to order your
Homecoming party subs.
trays, homemade pasta salad I
Iresh baked cookies
352 4663

WEDNESDAY IS
BG BURGER DAY
Lunch & Dinner
MCDONALD DINING

^Satm/Ae /2 423-74M
906 isn.RSTvrr. DRIVI.

LSAT

DAT

NCLEX

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
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EVERYONE'S HERO IG]
7:109.00
HOW TO EAT FRIED WORMS (PCI 7 20 9 30
TALLADEGA NICH'S THE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBY IPG-13)
7 00920
MONSTER HOUSE |PG)
710910
LITTLE MAN IPG-131
7 25 9 30
CLICK (PG 13,
700910
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KAPLAN

2000 HONDA CIVIC purple, auto
loaded 98k Good cond.. slight door
damage. 1 owner $5,600 354-3179

3 bdrm. house. 1 block from shuttle
Garage. AC. WD hookup. NO
PETS. $750 & util 419-353-8208.

LASAGNA S SPAGHETTI
ARE BACK!!

5 DORM FRIDGES $35-80 TI83
CALCULATORS $50 TI85TI82 M'O
TI30XITS - $18-30Xa $5. 352-0970.

AFTER FALL BREAK

Help Wanted

Campus Corners will close at 8pm
'BARTENDING! up to $300,'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Mac s Pizzeria will close
al Midnight
ANDY'S HOT DOG
$20,000 - Serious Offers Only
352-7889 until 4 pm
352-2434 anytime

2 youth ministry events leaders. 20
hrs. per week, emplasis on Jr. & Sr
High. Must be 21. Send resume by
Nov 1. SI Marks Lutheran Church.
315 S. College Dr Attn Don Neiler

WEDNESDAY
ITALIAN NIGHT

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on Ihem. www.AdCarKey.com

$7.95 All You Care To Eat
4 30pm - 7pm
COMMONS BUFFET

Need child care in my Perrysburg
home, .tailing Dec. 3 weekdays
8:30 am - 3:30 pm 419-8873-0731

For Rent

The Fort Meigs YMCA in Perrysburg. OH Is looking tor lifeguards
and swim instructors. Lifeguards
must have current certifications. Primarily looking for 9am to noon shift
bul others are available. Call or
e-mail Amanda at 419-251 -9622
ayan;yl^ymcai8l«lo.arg

" Lg. 1 bedrm apt. also rooms
Avail. Now &*or 1st of year ♦ 2 bdrm
1 1 07 07-08 SYS all listings 24 7
@ cartyrenlals com or call 353-0325
2 bdrm apt. lor rent w balcony.
1000 sq fl. $630 a monih w, gas &
cable free Call 419-318-4798

Sign shop helper, in Bowling Green
Vinyl -decal experience preferred
Call (561 )302-9753

2 bdrm apt. on 4th Street $490 a
monih . util 419-409-1110 or 419352 4456.

SUMMER SEASON

For information:

ENTERTAINMENT
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CAMPUS POLLYEYES
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Interviews
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For Sale

EMPLOYEE OF IHE MONTHIPG-131 7 00 9 30
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: THE
BEGINNING mi
7 30 9:35
THE DEPARTED Ri
7.001000
THE GUARDIAN »c ■ 3■
7 0010:00
SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELSiPG-1317 00 9 30
• OPEN SEASON (PG> 7 30 7 55 9 35 1000
JACKASS: NUMBER TWO {Rl
7 309:35
FLYB0YS(PC-UI
7 0010:00
GRIDIRON GANG IPG-131
71510:00
THE COVENANT IPG-13)
9:30
TALLADEGA NIGHTS THE BALLAD OF RICKY
7
BOBBY IPG-13)
95
LOVES ABIDING JOY (PC)
7 30940
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352-9638

From Only $485!
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
CALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

/tffEfcCA

ANSWERS
H

. Uruguay

'.Ill inn Wi>n.i,i|dt accept »dvw.
UHBimll irim JIM IIIIIIIUII. Of cnrouidRv dlt
Mil,.I ,,lu IIIIIIYKIIMI I.I hiipiip
IK,' ba»l, 011
MMl ,'i,Km .f.iul ,111,'nl. II ilivitiilnv

PGA prop
Snaky turn
Skillet material
One who showed up
Sitcom equine

39 Instructional sessions
43 Repair-shop car

42 Burstyn or Barkm
44 Handle clumsily
47 Cubic meler

16
17
20
21
22
23
24
26

Delhi garb
Letter
Anabaptist sect
Core group
Man from Manchuria

32 Son of Jacob

1 Rules of conduct
5 Game similar to keno
10 Activist
15 City in Provence

Writer Marcel
Actress Renee
46 Cold time
48 One of Dumbo's
wings
50 U.S. defense grp.
51 Czech composer
Haba
54 Arm or leg
55 Places
57 Opposite of WNW
58 _-la-la
59 Chart-topper

19 Elec. measure

ACROSS

shop in the lobby of the police
station because IUesday was the
deadline for registering to vote in
the Nov. 7 election.
"life goes on," Holloman said. "I
had 10 lie somewhere."
Several merchants and property owners standing next to a l>arricade at the edge of downtown
said they were frustrated because
they bad not been allowed to
check out possible damage to
their buildings.
"I don't know if I have a livelihood left," said Janet loyner, who
owns a hair salon.
The high water caused a potenlially flammable spill at a local fuel
distributor Monday that involved
at least 11,000 gallons of gasoline
and 1.000 gallons of kerosene.
I lazardous materials crews
Sprayed foam oil the fuel to prevent it from igniting and put out
booms to try to contain the spill.
Mice were stationed around the
area to make sure no one came
into contact with the gasoline.

Prolonged barks
Time-line segment
Capp and Capone
Gods' beverage
Workplace safety grp.
Word with Single or Alte
Form a tabor union
Raised
Night (lights
44
Test out
45

419-627-2388

QUESTION OF THE DAY: WHAT IS THE WORST OR WEIRDEST THING YOUR ROOMMATE HAS EVER DONE?
For answers to these questions and more
read the BG News everyday and attend the
Off Campus Housing Fair, Wed. Oct. 25
in the Bowen Thompson Student Union
Multi-purpose Room.
For a list of things to consider when searchii
for a place to live go lo our top ten lists online
at www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/oflcampus.com

2 bdrm. furnished apt. w/ gas fireplace. Located next to water tower
on Manville Ave. 352-5239.
Copper Beech Town Homes Single
unit apt looking for 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking for Spr Sem Fully furn
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
WD. AC. central heat, breakfast
bar. hi-spd. cable & internet incld. in
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu.edu
For Renl Evergreen Apts . studio
$261 per month w/ util paid. Immediate move-in. 330-646-3656
Retired teacher & professor will
share house with graduate student
or other protessor. 5 bdrm.. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot $255
mo meld partial util. Call alter 7 &
leave message. 419-352-5523.
Roommates Needed.
S300
419-353-5100.
Simply styling, our 1 bdrm. apts
have lots of style for a price that is
simply perfect' Special pricing avail.,
hurry in. this is a limited lime offer.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590

APARTMENTS
For Rent
839 Seventh Street, Apt 14
One bedroom unfurnished with
dishwasher. $395.00 per month
deposit S395.00 Lease to 8/4/07

755 Manville, Apt. 9
Two bedroom unfurnished api. Pet
allowed with $250.00 non-refundable deposit. Rent $425.00 per
month, deposit $425.00. For one
person, $490.00 per month, deposit
$490 00 for 2 people.Lease to 8/4/07.
244 N. Enterprise, Rm 1
Room for a male in a rooming house.
Share utilities, kitchen
and bath with other tenants.
$ 135.00 per month until 5/5/07
90S Napoleon Road
Three bedroom. 15 bath townhouse
with one car garage, appliances
including washer and dryer. Limit 3
people.Tenani mows lawn. $750.00
per month.Tenant pays utilities.
1745 Umerkfc-Srwnrock Village
located behind Bob Evans.Two
bedroom, 2.5 bath condo with
appliances including washer and
dryer. One car garage. Limit 2
people.Excellent Condition. $850.00
per month Tenant pays utilities.
All Available Immedialley
NO PETS!

JOHN NEH/LOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 r. WOOSIIK SIKI I I
(ACROSS l*OM IACO BFII I

CALL: 419-354-2260

